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1Introduction
In my discussion of the Federal Theatre plays I am not
presenting another enthusiastic polemic in behalf of the Federal.
Theatre as did Miss Willson Whitman in her very readable book
Bread and Circuses
.
Her rationalization and enthusiasm are no
doubt sincere, but to me they seem as biassed and extreme as
Mr. G-eorge Jean Nathan in his smart pose as cynic and debunker.
She is given to understatement in regard to commercial theatre
and overstatement in regard to the Federal Theatre. I have
tried to find the middle path.
In discussing the individual plays, I naturally mentioned
the outstanding plays of each type. Just as Mr. Burns Mantle
does in his annual review, but I have tried to take into ac-
count the rest of the plays as well. I have tried to evaluate
the worth of the Federal Theatre through the plays which it has
presented, more than through the acting, although in the final
analysis both factors must be considered, even if the directors
did have greater choice in choosing plays than they did in
choosing actors.
I vfish to thank Mr. Emmet Lavery, Mr. J. Howard Miller,
and Mr. G-eorge Terwllliger, all directors in the Federal Theatre
Project, for the scripts, reports, pamphlets, photographs and
list of plays which they so kindly furnished me.
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Brief History
of the
Federal Theatre
In the summer of 1935 Mr. Harry Hopkins, Administrator of
the Works Progress Administration, was convinced that something
should be done about theatrical people on relief roll.s. There
were several thousand such people distributed throughout the
major cities of the United States. They, too, could dig ditches
and be seamstresses, but v;hat about their talents? Were their
abilities to be completely wasted? Not only were theatrical
people in distress, but also writers, painters, and musicians.
Mr. Hopkins realized as well as we do that unemployed artists
are always v/ith us. Indeed, a romantic tale, which is often
not far from the truth, has been built around the poor strug-
gling artist to whom fame comes only after death caused by
starvation. As a result of Mr. Hopkin^s understanding of the
situation, his subsequent fourfold arts program was not based
entirely on the humanitarian idea of tem.porary relief. Rather
its principles may be likened to a geometric proposition. The
central theorem is humanitarian, but the resulting corollaries
are artistic. Whether one or more of the corollaries develops
into a theorem of permanence in its own right is yet to be
proved. Mr. Holger Cahill, director of Federal painting and
sculpture and the like, states the Arts Project's principle
very clearly. "The organization of the Project has proceeded
on the principle that it is not the solitary genius but a
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sound general movement which maintains art as a vital function-
ing part of any cultural scheme.
The Federal Arts Project became a governmental enterprise,
a part of the Works Progress Administration which is better
known as V/PA. Administrator Hopkins realized his inadequacies
for directing such a tremendous task and, consequently, in all
four fields (writing, musi c, painting, and the theatre) asked
leaders to confer with him and with each other to draw up satis-
factory plans. In the field of the theatre several capable men
and women were called upon to submit plans for this nationwide
undertaking. Just how the government was to go into show busi-
ness was all very uncertain and unpredictable, O’oramercial pro-
ducers felt that it would be a good idea for the government to
lend or give the money to them to use in producing their Broad-
way shows. Others thought that locating a repertory theatre in
each of the major cities would be the only sensible idea. Mr.
Hopkins finally decided that the plan of Mrs. Hallie Flanagan
(Mrs. Phi] ip H. Davis) of the Vassar Experimental Theatre was
the most comprehensive and suitable for governmental use. He
was convinced, after becoming acquainted with Mrs. Flanagan,
that she was the best administrator of her plan and he promptly
invited her to head what is now known as the Federal Theatre
Project. Results have shown that he made a very wise choice.
1 "Unemployed Arts", Fortune
,
May 1935, p. 112
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As national director of the "Wi^A" Theatre, Mrs. Flanagan has
been a quiet, competent center of a whirlwind of activities.
There have been censorship tangles, resignations, strikes,
bitter criticisms, and governmental red tapes trailing her all
over the country, but not enough to dovm the national director.
Whether or not it is due to the Irish tenacity which the name
Flanagan connotes, I do not knov/, but she has never lost sight
of her ideals or lacked resourcefulness in a crucial moment.
Her previous experience fitted her very well indeed for such a
position. As I said before, she was and still is connected
with Vassar's Experimental Theatre which has long been inter-
nationally famous for its pioneering in new and old theatrical
forms. Previous to developing that theatre to its present form
she was a student of the drama in Russia, France, Germany, and
other foreign countries. She attended Grinnell College and
Racicliffe, where she acted in 1923 to 1924 as production assist
ant to Professor Baker in the famous "47 V/orkshop." "Mrs.
Flanagan had the distinction of being the first woman to receive
a Guggenheim Fellov/ship. Her book Shifting Scen es of the
Modern European Theatre has been translated into a number of
languages."^ Her whole life has been steeped in the theatre,
not the commercial theatre whose aims are primarily monetary,
but the artistic theatre which is constantly reaching out for
new forms and methods.
I
i
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1 Whiting, F. A. Jr., "New Horizons," editorial.
Magazine of Art, August 1936
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On August 29, 1935 the project was set up. Those in
charge were faced with the stupendous task of giving impetus
to a nationwide theatre movement v;ith nothing more to go on
than a list of actors on relief and the promise of a certain
amount of money, Hovf long the arrangement v/as to continue,
what to pay the actors, who to put in charge of various regions,
what theatres could be used, were all immediate problems, the
first of which has not been answered yet. Regional directors
found themselves v/ith their hands full, interviewing applicants,
finding halls, and choosing plays. Mrs. Flanagan, with charac-
teristic forethought, immediately made arrangements v/ith the
skeptical commercial producers so that there would be no inter-
ference with the established theatre. As a division of the WrA,
one of its primary aims was to supply public needs and not to
compete with private industry.
There were so many complications and so much necessary
governmental procedure that discouragement and defeat were
frankly expected by the press, public, and some of the project
employees themselves. However, before a great many months
passed curtains were being raised all over the country. There
were no brilliant premieres to mark the outset of this "new
way to waste money."
The following facts and figures, which are not directly
quoted, are based on the report of Mrs. Flanagan to the Com-
mittee on Patents, House of Representatives, of February 8,
1938. I have come across a variety of accounts in newspapers
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and magazines, but I feel that Mrs. Flanagan's official report
may be regarded as the most authoritative.
There were 12,700 persons employed by the Federal Theatre
at its peak, which was during the last few months of 1936. Due
|
to cuts in appropriations, return of workers to private industrjtj
•
i
and dismissal of incompetent workers, there were only 8,739
employees by February 1938. Now, at the beginning of 1939, the
number of employees has been reduced again. During the first
year and a half of the project, people were hired more or less
indiscriminately. The Federal Theatre had to take the "bitter
with the better" as a prominent radio "Mrs. Malaprop" delights
in saying. As the systems and methods of the organization
improved with time, many of the "bitter" were weeded out, leav-
ing a major portion of the "better" to do their work more
easily and quickly. Contrary to sceptics' belief, "every stage-
struck bum" was not hired. In Los Angeles, for exa.mple, only
1,500 persons were selected out of 4,000 applicants. Mr.
George Jean Nathan, who wittily termed the whole development
"the Federal Anti-Theatre Project"^ would hardly concur with i
me here, but Mr. Nathan is Menckenian in the sense that his
chief critical and (I am told) personal trait is disagreeable-
ness.
Nine out of ten of these workers were once on relief rolls,,
Furthermore, nine out of ten dollars of the appropriation must
1 Nathan, G. J., "Government in Greasepaint", Newsweek.
April 18, 1938
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be used on wages. Approximately half the workers are actors.
The remainder make up the unknowns in any theatrical group, that
is, the stagehands, musicians, designers, writers, box office metii
ushers, secretaries, accountants, research workers and others.
Wages for actors are all the same. According to the May 1937
A ^ 1issue of Fortune
,
in New York they received $23.85 a week.
There are no stars; the play is billed, never the leading actors;
Stagehands get $103.46 for working a half a month in New York.
That brings their hourly earnings up to union standards. Due
to the short hours to which the actors are restricted in order
to keep within their wage limit, only six performances of a
play can be given a week. This means that there is either no
matinee or one matinee and Just five evening performances.
By September 1938, forty cities in twenty states had
governmental theatre companies. Naturally the largest projects
were established in the largest cities, for they are the cities
which have the most unemployed theatrical people. The New York
division is by far the largest in the country, employing over
four thousand workers. Los Angeles, situated so close to
Hollywood, is next with 1,200; Chicago, third with 768. Many
of the city companies tour rural areas. The New York Negro
Macbeth
, for example, went as far as Texas on its four thousand
mile tour. Florida has a circuit which Mrs. Flanagan has
publicized by writing a poem in free verse entitled "Florida
1 "Unemployed Arts", Fortune
.
May 1937, page 173.
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Wheel.’* Here is a brief excerpt;
TWe played Sanford, the Celery City
A big shipping center on the St. John's River
The biggest celery center in the U. S. A.
We played there in November,
7/hen we came back in March
The kids in the street called the actors by their play
names, _
"Hello, Malvolioi Hello, Olivia! Hello, Sir Toby Belchl ^
The National Service Bureau was founded and located in
New York to serve the whole country with script and technical
service, and occasionally to loan equipment and directors to
community and educational groups all over the country. Its
main job is to supplement and coordinate the widely separated
Federal Theatre Projects. The Bureau is divided up into four
departments; Play, Technical, Reference, and Production. The
primary functions of the Play Department are to read, write,
and translate plays for the Federal Theatre. Additional duties
have grov/n with the department. Now lists are made of special
plays such as Catholic, Negro, Yiddish, Irish, Anti-war, folk
plays. Various publications are prepared on various types of
plays. These are free to governmental groups and have only a
slight charge for private groups or individuals.
The administration of the Federal Theatre, as it finally
evolved, is not over-complicated.
Flanagan, H.
,
"Florida Wheel, '* Federal Theatre National
Policy Bo ard ; Ap-^enda
,
Nev/ York, WPA. National Service Bureau,
1938, page 2.
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Each director supervised a variety of projects similar to
those in the New York section. These vary as to need and demand
of each particular locale. For example, there might be a Span-
ish company in Tampa. The policy board meets every four months
to decide on the policies and plays for the next four months.
Regional directors make reports which are based on the reports
of state and local directors. The board represents a pooling
of ideas. "The decision as to allocation of funds, opening and
closing projects, employment and dismissal of personnel in key
positions is vested in the National Director and Deputy Dlrecto
It vfas stated in the Relief Appropriation Act, which is thd'
i
i
{I
be-all and end-all of WPA, that governmental projects using its
f
1 Ibid., page 3
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funds could not operate a closed shop or exclude anyone for
reasons of race, color, religion, or political or organizational
affnations. Mrs. Flanagan, knowing very well indeed how highlj-
unionized the theatrical business was and is, immediately asked
the advice of prominent New York producers and members of the
League of Nev; York Theatres before taking any steps. Conse-
quently she has an advisory committee made up of the heads of
theatrical unions. Mr. Burgess Meredith, as Acting President
of the Actors Equit^j was elected chairman.
The three beliefs on which the artistic policy of the
Federal Theatre is based are as follows: (as stated by Mrs.
Flanagan)
First, that unemployed theatre professionals
want to work, and that at the same time, millions
of American citizens will enjoy the results of this
work if productions are offered at a price they can
afford to pay.
Second, that the people on our rolls should be
regarded not as relief cases, but as professional
|
theatre workers competent to carry out an ambitious
j
nationwide program. i
I
Third, that any theatre sponsored by the govern-
ment of the United States should do no plays of a
cheap, trivial, outworn, or vulgar nature, but only
such plays as the government can stand proudly behind
in a planned theatrical program, national in scope,
regional in emphasis, and American in democratic atti-
tude.
,
From the first we have attempted to supplement and
to stimulate commercial theatre enterprise. For this
reason, we are not so much concerned with finding indi-
vidual hit shows, as with the development of a compre-
hensive dramatic program which will educate theatre
goers, and thus prove beneficial to the theatre industry.^
1 Ibid.
,
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It is the the third belief and final statement concerning
the program and purpose of the theatre with which I shall be
^
mainly concerned in this discussion of the plays.
The money which pays for this nationv/ide show business
I
comes from a variety of sources. First, most of the expense
is borne directly by government appropriated funds. During the
first two years of the project, twenty-five millions were spent
in this manner, "tv;enty-five millions or half the cost of a
battleship” as Mrs. Flanagan sardonically points out. Mr.
I
I
Brooks Atkinson, a more or less favorable critic of the project,,'
said in the May 2, 1937 issue of the New York Sunday Times that
|
in general, it costs $50 a month to put a man on the
dole. With all the overhead charges of rent, costume,
and scene designing, lighting, supervision, and in
manj cases, transportation by truck, the Federal Theatre I
costs $110 per man a month. For the extra ^60 a month
something of uncommon social value has been accomplished.
In relation to the nature and size of the social problem
involved, the record has been a good one.
Whether or not we agree with Mr. Atkinson concerning the “un-
common social value” is something which I hope we may better
decide after the discussion of the plays produced.
I
Sponsors' gifts are not as rare as might be expected. Outi
standing is the $1,800,000 v;orth of free time given by the
great radio stations. Then, too, Rockefeller Foundation has
given <|l7,500. There is also a small amount of municipal
) sponsorship which ranges anywhere from free suppers in small
rural communities to the |2,100 given by Hartford, Connecticut
City Council to be used for rental, light, heat, and incidentals
or the $3,000 given by the Louisiana City Council of New Orleans.
I
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As an explanation of this lack of pay-as-you-go policy,
the fact that 65^0 of all Federal Theatre productions "are pre-
sented free to underprivileged groups in schools, playgrounds,
reformatories, homes for the aged, hospitals, CCC Camps, and
prisons'^ is quite adequate. The remaining 35^ have a small
admission charge ranging from 5 cents to $1.10 at the dis-
I
cretion of the local director, depending upon the production
and the locality.
Admissions up through 1937 totalled v/ell over a million
dollars. Mrs. Flanagan now hopes that all other-than- labor-
costs can be paid for by admissions. If the Boston unit is a
typical one, I should think that this would be easily possible.
Since the project's rather Inauspicious beginning in
August 1935, 924 plays have been produced (as of August I938),
many of which were played in more than one city and state, "It
Can't Happen Here" opened simultaneously in twenty-one different
states on October 22, 1937, to use an untypical example. Per-
formances of all productions totalled 5'^,960 and audience
figures were 26,532,674 (also of August 1938),
1 Ibid.
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ILiving Newspaper
Mr. Einmet Lavery, the internationally known playwright wno
is director of the Play Department of the National Service Hjreau,
believes that the Living Newspaper technique is the most origi-
nal contriuutlon to the modern tK€.allre in the twentieth century.
Mr. Brooks Atkinson, seasoned Broadway critic, saiu the same
thing in these words, the Living Newspaper xs "the most dynamic
contribution to the technique oi the theatre that has been de-
2
veloped in several yeax-s.’
Living Nev/spapers are written, directed, and acted solely
by WPa workers. Llmer Rice was worried about having thousands
01 actoi*s on his nanus with nothing for them to act. Newspaper-
men were also on relief with very little to do in their own lino
of work. Mrs. Flanagan, feeling that journalists as well as
actors should De auie to use their talents, suggested to Mr. Rio
that idea which finally developed into what we call Living Nev/s-
papers which use many actors as well as newspapermen. Her sug-
gestion was that spot news be enacted on the stage in similar
manner to the newsreels and March of Time. This was not a revo-
lutionary idea, for vaudeville and experimental theatres, both
here and abroad (Volksbuhne in Germany and the early Russian
theatre) had tried it before with varying degrees of success.
It did not take those assigned to this unit long to realize tha‘:
news as news does not have a very long life. The subjects
chosen would have to be of more than Just daily or weekly inter-
est. Otherwise, by production time the show would be no longer
1 Lavery, £.
,
"Communism and the Federal Theatre"
Commonweal
.
October 1938, page 610
2 Atkinson, B., "Federal Theatre," New York Times . May 2,
1937, XI p. 1
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news. American newspapers are so quickly published that we al-
most have the news as it is happening. With the radio we do get!
actual “history in the making* “ As a result of this realizatior.
spot news was discarded and certain constant trends or contro-
versial topics were decided upon as worthy of dramatization.
The first production of this unit died at birth. The heavjf
hand of the government refused to permit its public present atloiji
for diplomatic reasons. This unpublished issue, Ethiopia , was
a skeletonized story of the Italian conquest of Ethiopia, "toucl^
ing on the salient points after the manner of the newsreel.**^
M
i However, the efforts of those connected with this production
were not entirely in vain as there was a private performance to
which the press was invited, Mr. Atkinson, New York Times criti
found it no masterpiece but "as a living newspaper account, so-
bering^ impressive— even frightening.”^ He felt that the sound-
ness of the human principle of WPA arts projects was justified
by the first-rate talent both in acting and staging. He con-
sidered Ethiopia an unbiased version of the actual Italo-Abys-
sinian situation. As to the banning of the play his conclu-
sions were those of most critics, actors, and public in general,
that such censorship only proved that free theatre cannot be a
governmental enterprise.
1 Atkinson, B., "Ethiopia,” New York Times. Januarv 2^.
1936, page 18
2 Loc, cit.
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Mr. Elmer Rice, enthusiastic Nev/ York director, protested
the censorship by resigning his position. All his hopes and
aims for the future of a government-supported theatre were
blasted. Before this episode he had propounded his convictions
that Broadway was becoming nothing but an adjunct of Hollywood
and that the theatre as an art could only survive as subsidized
by the government. To less idealistic or emotional people who
look back on the whole problem, the censoring of Ethiopia was
diplomatically sound. Such a production, backed by the United
States government, so clearly showing the greed and militarism
of Italy, would not have improved Italo -American relations.
As Willson Whitman points out in Bread and ulrcuses
.
if
the play had gone on and caused embarrassment to the state de-
partment, the result might have been a close censorship over
all Federal Theatre productions.^ As it ia Mr. Rlce*s resigna-
tion, although it deprived the project of a fine playwright, hat
made for greater freedom in the government theatre. The govern-
ment, in order to counteract the criticisms resulting from this
first high-handed Interference, has almost leaned backwards to
avoid any further criticism. All Federal Theatre programs now
have the following footnote:
The Federal Theatre Project is part of the mPA
program. However the viewpoint expressed in the
play is not necessarily that of the WPA or any other
agency of the government.
This statement has covered innumerabJ e controversial social
viewpoints since that time,
1 Whitman, V/,, "Bread and Circuses," page 94
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Ethiopia v/as not a complete waste of taxpayers’ money. The
effectiveness of certain uncommon stage techniques was demon-
strated. The aim of the "Living Newspaper to put vital news on
the stage truthfully and dramatically" was proven practicable,^
Its cinematic swiftness, stylized scenery, and omniscient loud-
speaker-voice all hinted at untold possibilities. In the subse-
quent issues or editions these possibilities were exploited,
sometimes to advantage and sometimes to disadvantage,
AAA Plowed Under , the first publicly presented newspaper
was an example of a dramatized controversial topic. To those
who, like Mr. Rice, felt that free speech in a government theatre
was not to be, AAA Plowed Under was a refutation. The whole
thing is "charged with controversial dynamite" to quote critic
pAtkinson,'^ But it is unnecessary to quote anyone. G-ood Repub-
licans (that i^ practically all who hate Roosevelt) started
Hearst-like, shouting that damning adjective communistic. The
keen-minded New York Times even condescended to present a short
editorial on the subject, ending their statement of disapproval
with the now classic "Republican if." "if Republicans were in
power, a different type of play would be presented."^ Perhaps
it would be more truthful to say that there would be no plays at
all which had as an "angel" our occasionally revered Uncle Sam,
1 Watson, M,, "The Living Newspaper," Scholastic
.
October
31, 1936, page 8
2 Atkinson, B,, "AAA Plowed Under," New York Times
.
March
16, 1936, page 21
3 "AAA Plowed Under," New York Times, editorial. March 17.
1936, page 20
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G-aret Garrett, a Saturday Svenlnp; Post "stand-patter,”
labelled AAA Plowed Under a paradox in production. In it were
satirical thrusts at the New Deal as well as a few favorable
criticisms of it. To Mr. Garrett, cynicism and a feeling of
endless confusion are the results. However, he did admit that
"the amount of suggestion sometimes evoked by a scene lasting
only two or three minutes was extraordinary."^ A sample of the
hard-hitting swiftness of the technique is illustrated by this
very brief scene at a counter restaurant. The scenery consists
of a counter effectively lighted. A counterman and a shabbily
dressed customer are talking.
Counterman: Whadd'ya want?
Customer: A bowl of oatmeal.
Counterman: Got three cents?
Customer: Got two cents.
Counterman: Not a chance. Got to have three cents,
Customer: It was two cents yesterday.
Counterman: Sorry, pal, prices went up today,
^
This is immediately contrasted with a Park Avenue restau-
rant scene in which it is quickly pointed out that it is the
consumer who pays. Consequently, the man on the top who is
dining on Park Avenue can afford to say to his fair companion,
"Oh, well, wheat’s up and I’ve been saving a lot of it to un-
load ... So what will it be, a new car or a sable coat?"
1 Garrett, G,, Federal Theatre for the Masses," Saturday
Evening Post
. June 20, 1936, page 9
2 AAA Plowed Under," in “Federal Theatre rlays," page 32

These two scenes are typical of many Living Newspapers in
their presentation of naked facts in sharp chiaroscuro. two
of the many aspects of the ineffectiveness of the AAA which helf
to build up toward the climactic scenes of the killing of the
AAA by the Supreme Court and the passing of the Soil Conserva-
tion Act. The scenery is not photographically real in any sense
of the word. A minimum of stage properties is used. This use
of essentials, instead of detracting, only Intensifies the
dramatic effectiveness.
The Living Newspaper, although not permitted to change fact
or words in quotations, or put new words into prominent people's
mouths, does take liberties with newspaper stories. Mrs. Doro-
thy Sherwood, according to the August 21, 1935 Daily News
drowned, her infant son because he was hungry and she could not
feed him. This extreme case was made doubly harrowing on the
stage by splitting up Mrs. Sherwood's confession with interjec-
tions of voices in this way:
(Enter Mrs. Sherwood with dead infant in her arms)
Mrs. Sherwood: He's dead. I drovmed him.
3
Lieutenant: You what?
. Mrs. Sherwood: I Just drowned my son. I couldn't
feed him and I couldn't bear to see him hungry, i let
him wade in the credt until he got tired. Then I led
him out into the middle, and held him there till he
stopped moving.
Lieutenant (calling, not loudly): Johni (policeman
approaches) Take the body. Book this woman for murder.
(Then a blackout, leaving only Mrs. Sherwood picked
out by a solitary overhead light. Off stage Voice comes
through the loudspeaker)
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Voice: Why did you do it?
Mrs. Sherwood: I couldn't feed him. I had only five
cents.
Voice: Your own child. Did you think you were doing
the right thing?
Mrs. Sherwood: I just thought it had to be done,
that’s all. It was the best thing to do.
Voice: How could a mother kill her own child?
Mrs. Sherwood: He was hungry, I tell you. Hungry,
hungry, hungry, hungry, hungry . (As her voice mounts
it is blended with that of another which commences a
progression of nine voices crying, "Guilty! ’* These
come over the loudspeaker and are varied in color, but
Increasing in fervor until---
Dim out.^
This scene is probably the most-talked of scene in this
first issue of the Living Newspapers, it has been censured and
praised more than any other scene in the play. Was it ethical
to change a news article in such fashion? Was it too much dis-
tortion for the sake of effective propaganda? The stage has
certain limitations which must be observed in legitimate plays.
Many news stories are palatable in print, but are unbearable
when dramatized. But does this episode seem any more unsavory
or sordid than the baby killing in O'Neill’s Desire Under the
Elms? Horeva; I aun not setting up O'Neill's plays as standards
for Federal Theatre discretion, for he surely didn't, always con^
fine himself within the limits of stage palatability
. Rather,
is this technique, which is an out-and-out propaganda technique
subject to the limitations of the traditional theatre? I think
1 iDid., page 42-43
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not, because Living Newspapers are primarily staged to make peo-[
pie sit up and take notice. After seeing one, a person is al-
most mentally unable to be indifferent to whatever problem is
presented*
The next issue was a reversion to the original idea of
dramatically presenting news instead of controversial subjects
or trends. Hip;hlipdits of 1935 was effective dramatization of
the Hauptman trial, the Wagner- Connery Bill, the De Boe hanging,
the aberrations of Barbara Hutton, the first flight of the China
Clipper, the reign and death of Huey Long, and the other events
and activities of national personalities. On the whole this
issue was successful, but not nearly as startling or disturbing
as AAA Plowed Under . Consequently 1935 has not been repeated.
The Living Newspaper unit has ity raison d'etre essentially in
its ability to awaken people to facts and tren'ls, to make peo-
ple think, It is not a theatre of amusement.
The next New York production was an attempt to give the
history of labor in the United States. This, entitled In.lunc-
tion Granted
, met with general disapproval, even among members
of the project. Herre de Rohan, editor of the Federal Theatre
Magazine, is not the least bit restrained or reserved in statinj;
his opinions. He described it as "violently partisan as a
campaign broadside, hysterically single-tracked as a Liberty
Loan speech.** "Neither good theatre nor good Journalism,'* "the
angry gesture of a group of small boys." He continued, stating
what might be called the purpose of the Living Newspapers; "We
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must anger our listeners, not display our own anger. We must
reveal, not revile. Only thus can we accomplish anything of
lasting worth to a confused world.
Editor de Rohan’s acid criticisms are samples of In.lunctlor .
Granted criticisms in general. Apparently the writers and di-
rectors went to extremes in presenting disconnected, turbulent
shrieking. A prominent newspaper critic felt that it was im-
possible to condense three hundred years of labor history into
ninety minutes of rapid fire dialogue. Try to imagine this
scene being played at a fast pace and perhaps you might under-
stand their criticisms more easily.
Voice of Living Newspaper
The case of Dean S. Jennings, newspaperman.
Referee
Ladies and gentlemen, a fight to a finish. In this
cunnah we have Dean Jennings, the pride of the Nev/s-
paper Guild A, C. and in this cunnah, William Randolph
Hearst, Champion of Non-Collective Bargaining Athletic
Association,
Voice of Living Newspaper
Both men are in the pink, folks, rarin* to go. They
can't seem to wait for the bell.
(The referee is obviously on Hearst ’s side, warning
Jennings in pantominje not to hurt Hearst, in the imagi-
nary ring they come to the center and fight at the sound
of the bell. As the Voice of Living Newspaper calls the
blows, Hearst leads with a left, freezes with his glove
outstretched. Jennings tries an uppercut and holds his
hand in the air at termination of the punch and so on
through the fight. After throwing a punch, each man holds
it until his next punch.)
1 Rohan, P. de,
Magazine, Vol 2, No. 1
2 Atkinson, B,
,
July 25, 1936
,
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Voice of Living Newspaper
There they go. Hearst leads with a left, he misses.
Jennings tries an uppercut. He socks himl He’s down.
The National Labor Board orders Jennings reinstated.
(Referee seats himself on Hearst *s stool, fanning him-
self with the latter's straw hat)
Referee
One, two, three, four, five, six
(looks into hat band)
Six and seven- eighths, seven, eight, nine, , •
(looks around appealingly for help)
Get up Randolph, — eleven, twelve, thirteen.
(at "thirteen" Richberg enters, wearing name sign
around his neck, and stands giving the referee instruc-
tions)
Voice of Living Newspaper
Wait a minutel Somethings goin' on here, Richberg
just entered the ring with a message.
Referee
Pardon me, folks, that was a mistake. The case is
re-opened. We gotta fight all over again.
(Referee props up Hearst. Fight starts again. Loud-
speaker calls punches again with much more excitement
and swiftness.
Voice of Living Nev;spaper
All over again, folks. Slips don’t count. There they
gol Hearst tries a left but he misses. Jennings tries
an uppercut to his face, but he misses. Hearst leads with
his chin, Jennings lets go with an uppercut. He socks
him. (Hearst falls) He's down. Here comes the decision,
folks. We’ll know in Just a moment. (Richberg runs in
with decision and Referee lifts hand of unconscious Hearst
Referee
The winnah! ^
This burlesqued scene is typical of the tone of the whole
production. It is full of heavy sarcasm which is not effective
1 "injunction Granted," National Service Bureau (Federal
Theatre) New York bity, page

satire in so far as it is unintelligible to the audience. How
many of the thousands of people who saw In.1 unction Granted re-
membered the Hearst-Jennings case? Does this scene tell anyone
in unpartisan terms what occurred? So it is throughout this
newspaper. One point of view is presented and that incoherentlj
It is easily understood why many people felt that a labor hlstoi[|y
syllabus should be read between the acts.
On February 23, 1937 the next Living Newspaper issue was
in readable form. Apparently Morris Watson, Anthony Arent and
their men recovered from the incoherent exuberance of In.lunctlorjt
Grant ed
.
because this issue, Power , was a more mature handling
of the controversial subject of government ownership of public
,
utilities. Yes, of course, it was propaganda in favor of gov-
ernment ownership, but it was also a comprehensible, rational
presentation of facts.
This production contained an accumulation of all the ef-
fective theatrical devices used in the past productions, but
this time they were used even more resourcefully. The voice of
the loudspeaker was everpresent throughout, but not so objectioi'i
ably loud as in previous newspapers. Lantern slides, movies,
signs were all much in evidence.
If you are an irredeemable Republican, a ’’Roosevelt ' s -in-
sane* man^ Pow^ is just ’’damw communism.” This is as bigoted
and as extreme a point or view as is that of an anarchist.
'i.o'fier is pointed to, by the very same critics who felt thartr
glowed Under rather harsh on the government, as definite
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governmental propaganda.
The writers of Living Nevfspapers are, as I have said in
the first chapter, chiefly newspapermen who were out of work.
The government gave them their jobs. They are told by their
superiors to write on trenas or controversial topics in any way
that they see fit, after they have none a great deal of researcl
on the subjects. If these men happen to approve of a govern-
mental act as well as disapprove, it is tnelr right to express
their approval. Naturally, men appreciate or at least look for
the better qualities in their employers. very few of us are of
the breed which consistently bite the hana that feeds us. oo
it is in the Federal Theatre. These newspapermen have trlea to
show a genuine appreciation for some of the better things in
the Roosevelt regjjne. I believe that they are honest, sincere,
and on the whole intelligent.
Power attempts to show the average citizen trying to unaen
stand his economic environment. The consumer is presented fact i
and figures in fascinating dramatic form, showing very clearly
tnau pi*jLva,te public utility companies are run on the principle
of capitalistic profit and not that oi tne ev^uoumcr^s benefit.
The much discussed Tva Is highly praiseu. ihe first act is
brilliantly closed by the parade of men and women across the
)
stage carrying rea, yellow, and amber lanterns, singing the
Tva oong. At the same time a motion picture of Tva activities
and water flowing over the Norris Dam is projected. The Tva
song is as follows:
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My name is William Edwards
I live down oove oreek Way;
I'm v/orking on the project
They can TVA,
The G-overnment begun it
When I was but a, um-xu
And now they are in earnest
And Tennessetj’s gone wild.
All up and down the valley
They heard the glad alarm;
The G-overnment means business--
It's working like a charm.
Oh, see them boys a-comin*
Their G-overnment tney trust.
Just hear their hammers ringin'.
They'll build that dam or bustl
tor things are surely movin',
Down nere in Tennessee,
G-ood times for all the Valley
For Sally ana roi* me.^
That song we all admit is propaganda, out and out emotional
propaganda as is America . Unite. Oh Workers of the World , and
any Methodist hymn. But does the label "propaganda*' damn it con
pletely? I am naive enough to believe that the spirit in that
song can be found among those TVA people, which in itself is
justification for using it in Power.
There is no doubt in the world that Power picks out the bad,
flaws in private ownership as compared to the good features of
government ownership. That is almost obligatory, because capi-
talism, assuredly not the best way of life from the employee's
point of view, has been so inculcated in most people that the
socialistic advantages have to be highlighted way beyond their
1 "Power," "Federal Theatre Plays," page 68-69

actual value to be even considered by most of the unthinking
middle class. One of the scenes from this "crusade against the
evils of monopoly"^ is particularly Interesting as it is based
almost entirely on the Federal Trade Commission Report. It
portrayed utilities companies forcing small newspapers to print
nothing in behalf of government ownership. Another part of it
entitled Colley Professors was as follows:
Loudspeaker: In the colleges
. . . the following
members of a notoriously underpaid profession find extra-
curricular employment as lecturers, editors, and ad-
visors for public utility corporations.
(The projection on the screen is a light bulb with
a mortar board cap. The professors enter as the name
of their college or university is called. Each wears
cap and gown and reads <ibook, greatly absorbed. Specis.l
college music.
)
j Loudspeaker? A professor from Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute— §8,000; a professor from Yale--§8, 107.25;
Professor E.T., unattached--§5,000; a professor from
Texas A. and M. §15,000 . . . These among hundreds of
others were reported by the Federal Trade Commission.
It is also reported that thirty-five million dollars of
Harvard funds are invested in utilities securities. Now
these men are entrusted with the education of a nation.
Will they tell the whole story to their students, andjeopardize their incomes and their university endow-
ments? Let's ask them — G-entlemen
—
gentlemen— what
do you think of the doctrine of municipal ownership?
(In unison, mournfully, they shake their heads, indicat-
ing that they consider it hopeless) What do you think
of Government supervision and control of the abuses we
have shown to exist in the public utilities? (Again
they shake their heads) What do you think of a nice
juicy steak smothered in onions? (The professors nod
their heads energetically, with broad grins on their
faces—very much interested).^
1 "Power," Newsweek
. March 6, 1937, page 30
2 "Power," in "Federal Theatre Plays,
“
page 52-53
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After seeing this TVA "build-up" it would be impossible not
! to react. If you are looking for Communistic propaganda, you
can twist much of it into that shape as many hide-bound conserva
tives usually do without thoroughly analyzing the situation. II
you are a Roosevelt supporter you find more reasons for giving
your support. If you are somewhat confused and indifferent, yoi
are awakened to a keener consideration of the problem.
In Chicago Spirochete was presented. Yes, another propa-
ganda play. This time the attack was on syphilis and the "bui3c
up" was for state rules concerning physical examinations before
the granting of a marriage license. Spirochete ran for several
months to full houses in Chicago. This sounds very much like
one of those moving pictures labeled "For Adults Only*' which
are so frequently banned in rural regions as Indecent. Rather
it is a sincere attempt to show the history of syphilis as far
as it is known. I1b discovery, and the attempts at controlling
it
and curing/ are vividly told.
The subject, once tabooed as too delicate to even mention
in public, is handled in a sensible straightforward manner.
The United States, which considers itself so advanced and pro-
gressive, is in reality a back number in the field of soclalizec
medicine. Sweden and Norway, or even England, are far;.ahead of
Uncle Sam. After this excellent production of Spirochete
.
I
should think that Living Newspaper could begin to propagandize
for other much needed medical reforms. This naturally would
antagonize the more or less rockbound American Medical Associatto^

Slum children glower
at each other before a fight,
from One-third of a Nation
Photograph courtesy of the
Federal Theatre Project-WPA
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but no matter what subject Is used there will always be people
who disagree— for that is our privilege for living in one of
those rare countries which is still a democracy.
The last edition (April 1938) of the Living Newspaper was
not a let-dov/n in any sense of the word. Taking President
Roosevelt's famous remark that "one-third of the nation is 111-
fed, ill-housed, and ill-clothed" as an inspiration, research
workers uncovered the history of the slums, shaping this factual
material into very exciting drama which is entitled One-third
of a Nation
. It is this edition which caused that venerable
Jaques, George Jean Nathan, to say that "the only decent thing
that they (the Federal Theatre) have done is One-third of a
Nation
. Of course he continued in his usual caustic vein by
saying that it "is hardly worth all the millions spent.
About this issue as well as about Power it may be said that
the play was "theatrically exciting even in its most irritating
moments." Its scenery was the most Interesting stage set in
New York in the 1938-1939 season, a cross-section of an old-law
tenement, showing it as a slum area. The play opens brilliantlj'
with a fire in this slum tenement. The excitement stimulates
the audience immediately and quickens their minds to receive
what is coming— the analysis of the cause of the fire, the
answer of which requires a history of the land-housing situatioi],
1- Nathan, G. J., "Government in Grease Paint," Newsweek.
April 18, 1938, page 25
2 Brown, J. M., "Two on the Aisle,
“ page 223
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in New York city. The rest of the Living Newspaper is exposi-
tory except for the last few scenes which become editorial and
emotional. The expository technique is exceptionally good. The
land history is .an "ingenioiis and amusing representation of an
abstract subject in impish theatrical terms. The beginning of
the scenes entitled The ulty Grows suggests the cleverness of
the presentation technique.
(Played against a black screen. Enter the landowner.
He carries a grass mat, rolled up, under one arm, and
under the other two stanchions. He is dressed in a cos-
tume that somehow suggests the period from 1775 to 1850)
Loudspeaker: Oh, hello. Who ’re you?
Landowner: Well, I might be a lot of people. My
name might be Rhinelander, Astor, Goelet, Wendell, or-
er Schultz.
Loudspeaker: Schultz?
Landovmer: Schultz,
Loudspeaker: That's very Interesting. And what do
you do for a living, if I may ask?
Landowner: I put my money in the ground.
Loudspeaker: You mean you bury it?
Landowner: No, I invest it.
Loudspeaker: Now w^re getting some place! What's
that thing under your arm?
Landowner: That's it -- land! (He puts down the
stanchions and begins to unroll the grass mat) and
I own it!
Loudspeaker: Looks like you've got quite a lot there.
1 ‘'One-Third of a Nation," New York Times, January 30,
1938, X, *page 1
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LandOYTner: Five acres. Just bought it. Cost me #200.
Loudspeaker: Whereabouts Is your property, mister?
Landowner: Way uptown -- Broadway and Canal Street.
(He places one of the stanchions which bears the street
markings to the right of his grass plot) That’s Broadway
—and that’s Canal. The City’s down there a couple of
miles. (The other stanchion he places in the center of
the plot. It reads: "This Is Mine. Keep Offl" He
stands at a distance admiring the layout) There you are.
Loudspeaker: Very pretty. And what are you going to
do with it?
Landowner: I’m going to sit here on my land, and
make a lot of money.
Loudspeaker: How can you make any money Just sitting?
Landowner: Watch me. ^
And we watch him from 1775 to 1845. We see how renting
and over crowding occurred until Mr. Schultz* land is worth
about forty thousand dollars. Then we are told that Mr. Schult 2 ,
Just had petty cash in comparison to Astor, G-oelet, and Wendell
who made several million in the same way. History presented in
such a manner is incredibly exciting and forceful.
From then on a comprehensive picture of slum development
from 1845 to 1938 is shown with the aid of moving pictures,
lectures, and playlets. Cholera plagues, unsanitary conditions,,
housing laws, housing developments are all explained very sim-
ply and dramatically. A Mr, Angus buttonkooper represents the
curious people throughout this section of the Living Newspaper.
He serves as a good question-asker and occasionally as a little
1 Arent, A,, "One-third of a Nation" in "Federal Theatre
Plays," page 28-29
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comic relief. The effect of the slums on crime, health, and lifii
in general are vividly portrayed. A scene about "Hot Beds" was
very revealing to my provincial mind. Two Negroes are in one of
the cubicles which make up the cross section of the slum tene-
ment. The first Negro is standing, taking off his coat whereas
I
1 the Second Negro is asleep on the cot.
First Negro: (crosses to bed) Hey, wake upl Come
on there, man, upl (He shakes him)
Second Negro (rubbing his eyes): Huh? Wha's a
matter?
First Negro: Four o'clock. You had all the sleep-
ing you're go in' to.
Second Negro: Ain't hardly closed my eyes.
First Negro: Well, you better open 'em pretty quick.
I’got some fast sleepin' to do. Aqultania. comes In at
twelve o'clock midnight. I gotta be down there and rassle
that cargo. (As Second Negro doesn't move) All right.
Jack, let your feet hit the floor, i said I got some
sleepin' to do.
Second Negro: I ain't goln' to git up.
First Negro: You ain't, eh?
Second Negro: I’m sick and I'm goin' to sleep. What
you think I pay three dollars a week for this bed for?
First Negro: Same reason that I do, I expect. You
gets your eight hours and I gets mine and Bob, he gets
his. And there ain't but twenty- four hours in a day
I
Why don't you stop Jibin' and get out a that bed.
Second Negro: Landlady tell me I can sleep as long
as I like.
First Negro: She did, eh? (Rolls him out of bed
and drops him on the floor) You can sleep there as long
as you like. ^
1 Ibid, page 89-90
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From then on in the scene the Negroes become emotionally
disturbed over their predicament and finally decide to go on a
rent strike. This vignette is typical of others throughout the
play, some are more effective and some less so.
The end, as I have said, is hysterically editorial and ir-
it is
rational. After/ sensibly pointed out, '‘Remember, slums cannot
be wished away, nor even legislated av/ay. The answer is build-
ing,*'^ there is much shouting about not balancing the budget
with human lives. The only suggestion offered was hardly ac-
ceptable, even to humanitarians.
Loudspeaker; The appropriation for the Army and Navy
for the last four years was three billion, one hundred
and twenty- five dollars.
Little Man: Three billion, one hundred and twenty-
five million dollars. Why - why - that's more than
enough money to clean out every slum in New York:^
This latest newspaper is perhaps the best one yet, with
Power running a very close second. Movie magnates saw its suc-
cess. Now there is a moving picture
—
One-thl rd of a Nation .
Hollywood could not resist v/riting-in some love interest. Con-
sequently the typed- slum-ha? oine, Sylvia Sidney, altogether too
well dressed, is the heart Interest of the wealthy son of the
tenement house owner, who of course manages to spread his few
rays of sunshine. Regardless of this romance, I understand
that the main role is still invested in an old-law tenement and
that the picture still has powerful social significance.
1 Ibid, page 115
2 Ibid, page 120
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In the following paragraph I am briefly paraphrasing Morrii-
Watson’s (head of the Living Newspaper project) description of
the technique of writing Living Newspapers.^ The directors
select the subject and assign research staff (experienced re-
porters and writers) to make a preliminary survey of the material.
Then an outline is drawn up in which the subject is split up
into various phases. A group of research workers is assigned
to each phase. Information is gathered from newspapers, maga-
zines, books, and interviews with people who know. The primary
requisite in all reports is accuracy. (Quotations must be exact,
Writers are not permitted to put words into mouths of public
personages, living or dead. The only liberty taken is to re-
duce quotations to essentials, still using the speaker's exact
words. Mr. Watson said that as many as four hundred research
assignments have been given on one subject and that one assign-
ment is apt to be ten thousand words long. The technique is
constantly changing and developing. For the first three pro-
ductions, research material was distributed among many dramatists,
each doing one or more scenes. From all of these the head
dramatist would select the best for pixjduction. Starting with
Power, one dramatist was given a whole s ubject with a staff of
research workers to aid him in getting the material he wanted.
The success of Power shows that the newer method was by far the
better.
1 Watson, M., "The Living Newspaper." Scholastic. October
31, 1936, page 8-9
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fAfter the script is prepared the director gets to work on
j
his approximately 135 actors and actresses. Most of the players [
I
have to take several parts as the script calls for a great many
|
bit actors. Working with sjch a large cast must turn almost
j
l|
any director's hair grey. Mr. Watson said that captains are j!
I
|i
appointed in each scene to see that the right people are there !j
N
at the right time. After seeing a Living Newspaper^ any play- |j
tj
goer should realize that there has been a marvelous coordination
of lights, music, action, announcements, signs, moving picturesj
and dialogue. The performances have a very rapid pace which !!
i
.
very few other plays require. Scenes rise quickly to climaxes,
j|
topped almost always by blackouts. There are no curtains; the
j
action is practically continuous, after the fashion of a movingi
I:
picture. If just one cue is missed, the whole effect of a
scene might be lost. Not necessarily an actor's cue--but music;j
lighting, or sound equipment. The acting in these plays calls -
I
not so much for characterization as for diction, speed, and
mimicry. No one scene is long enough for a real character to ||
emerge.
|
The plans for future production, according to Einmet Lavery
Play Department Report, consist of a dramatization of the lost
causes of the Negro, a brief newspaper dealing with the uonsti^
tution, a history of an American city, another farmer issue, ^
and a steel industry edit ion. ^ I think any one of these subjectj
.
I
is worth doing.
I
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Classical Flays
Hallie Flanagan says herself that although "social plays
such as the Living Nev/spapers on pov;er, agriculture, medicine,
housing and kindred subjects are undoubtedly the most important
achievements of the Federal Theatre so far, they are by no
means the only avenues of expression."^ Classical drama, in my
estimation, is the candidate for second place in the Federal
Theatre play hierarchy. Under the term classical drama, I in-
clude Shav7 and O'Neill as well as Euripides and Shakespeare. In
her September 1938 report, the National Director stated that
more emphasis was to be placed on classical drsuna throughout
the whole country. The Boston unit has borne out her statement;
for two out of the three plays produced so far this 1939 season
at the Copley and Shubert were Elizabethan dramas- -Marl owe*
s
Dr
. Faustus and Shakespeare's Macbeth
.
Of the 924 plays presented by the Federal Theatre up to
September 1938, only forty-one have been classical plays, ^ but,
as with the Living Newspapers, some of them have been done so
well that in importance they far outweigh the revivals of
Broadway successes or premieres of nev/ American plays. Further
more, many of the same classics have been put on in various
1 Flanagan, H., "Theatre and G-eography," Magazine of Art.
August 1938, page
2 Lavery, E.
,
"Communism and the Federal Theatre,"
Commonweal
. September 23, 1938, page 6l2
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One of the witches^ scenes
from
Macbeth
Photograph courtesy of the
Federal Theatre Project-wPA
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parts of the country, bringing the actual performance figures
up to a much closer balance with the figures of the newer, less
important plays.
The first thought in connection v/ith the Federal Theatre
and the classics is that much-discussed Negro Macbeth which was
presented in New York in April of 1936* Orson Welles, a very
young man of great vitality and imagination, was connected with
the Federal Theatre early in its career. It was with this Negro
production of Macbeth that he first was noticed by theatrical i
!
people. He realized that just another traditional production
:
of Macbeth by a Negro cast v;ould be Shakespeare's v/ords perhap^
but not a very good play. Consequently he took liberties which '
i
have been praised and criticized ever since. The setting was
|
removed to Haiti, The witches became a host of Voodoo men. The
tempo was increased. As Brooks Atkinson said in his review, it
turned into a "Voodoo show suggested by the Macbeth legend."^
Shakespeare's words were used, but not always in the scene
Shakespeare had. placed them. Somehow or other, I think
Shakespeare would have enjoyed it as much as the enthusiastic
audiences did. It is a fine thing to do Shakespeare in the
grand manner as it is so often done, but it is too frequently
done in a stifled, cramped, unrecreative manner. It is not
sacrilegious or vulgar to my way of thinking to use Shakespeare
plus imagination and as a result create something altogether
new and vital.
.page
Atkinson, B.
,
"Macbeth," New York Tim es, October 28,1936
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A court scene
from
- Macbeth —
Photograph courtesy of the
Federal Theatre Project-WPA

IThis heady spectacle "which filled the theatre with
isensuous blackblooded vitality"^ was gorgeously costumed and
^
i
ibarbarically staged. It was full of shrieks and dire prophecies
jjwhich made the blood run cold. I am told that Jack Carter as
ijB/lacbeth was a grant figure of a Negro in tight fitting trousers
' 2
j
that did full justice to his anatomy. Neither he or Lady
I
jMacbeth had any command of the poetry, but who expects or de-
jsires poetry when bloodcurdling melodrama demands the attention.
jUndoubtedly this Negro Macbeth was not poetic tragedy, and
perhaps should not be called classical drama, but whether or
mot it should be entitled Harlem Boy Goes Wronp; in Haiti
.
it
was good theatre and of much more importance than many tradi-
I
tional Shakespearean revivals which are apt to be pure elocu-
I
I
tlon and not life.
!
I
Early in 1937 Orson Welles' second major Federal Theatre
: contribution put in its appearance. Again it was classical,
land again partly Negro. This time it was Christopher Marlowe's
I
Dr
. Faustus with a Negro (Jack Carter, again) as his tempter,
I
I
Mephistopheles. This production continued for well over a
j
hundred performances, which is the longest run the play has
ever had. Most people are too apt to think of Shakespeare as
I
the only playwright before Ibsen worth doing. Faustus is
:
practical proof that Shakespeare had some very able predecessors
I
' As I
1 Ibid., page 30
2 Ibid., page 30
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was unable to see the New York production, again I must fall
back on that able critic, Brooks Atkinson of the New York Times ,
and a friend who was fortunate enough to see a performance.
The former reported the production, using superlatives through-
out. He concluded his review by saying, ”a good many people
will now pay their taxes in a more charitable state of mind.*'^
Later, referring to the same show, he said it "shows how an
Elizabethan verse drama can be staged without becoming an
Q
ordeal." My friend, v/ho cares not at all for Shakespeare or
verse drama in itself, had not seen such a "thriller" in his
life.
These spectacular New York "hits" are not average Federal
Theatre productions of classics in any sense of the word. The
company which tours Florida has in its repertory classics which
are necessarily done in a makeshift manner. Any repertory
company, doing Tw^elfth Night one night and Euripides the next,
follovired by some modern farce the next week, has not the fa-
cilities or the time to give such finished productions as New
York companies are able to do. Many of the Federal Theatre
units which play at CCC camps, high schools, and the like limit
their repertoire to Shakespeare or Shaw and a modern comedy.
It is this field of educational drama in which the Federal
1 Atkinson, B.
,
"Dr. Faustus," New York Times. Januarv Q.
1937, page 21
^
Atkinson, B., Dr. Faustus," New York Times, Januarv 31
1937, XI page 1
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Theatre can do an immense amount of fine work. Mr. G-renville
Vernon, dramatic critic of the Commonweal, consistently upholds
this as the one good feature of the Federal Theatre. He claims
that the most valuable work of the WPA theatre is bringing the
drama to the young people of the country.^ I agree with Mr.
Vernon at least in part. As one of those many high school
youths who, starting as a freshman, had to read Shakespeare
continually without ever being able to see that the stuff reall^'j
could be alive and that it was not just a lot of fancy words
presented in a form which certainly was not easy to read, I
would suggest that Shakespeare either be left for those who,
when more adult, would get a better appreciation by approaching
his works from a fresh viewpoint, or only be read when it is
possible to see the production as well as study the poetry.
However, I do not agree with Mr. Vernon in his complete con-
demnation of the rest of the Federal Theatre work.
Throughout greater New York, during the first summer (1936)
of the Federal Theatre existence, a Caravan Theatre was in-
augurated. The Caravan Theatre consists of four trailers which^
when the back and front are let down, form stages that are
twenty feet deep and twelve feet high, with three loudspeakers
on the proscenium arch. These trailers with their companies
and stagehands go around the suburbs of New York playing at
1 Vernon, G., '‘Federal Theatre Project," Commonweal
.
September 23, 1938
2 Wyatt, E. V., '‘Caravans," Catholic World. August 1Q38.
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various playgrounds and parks. The summer of 1938 was the third
summer that this has been done. During the summer of 1937, thej^
played to a weekly audience of 120,000. It was in that same
summer that they played Shakespeare, Shaw, and Gilbert and
Sullivan. As sixty percent of the audiences are children, the
plays presented must be chosen with care. One critic stated
that A Midsummer Nipjit * s Dream, as played on Staten Island in
June 1937, was a rough and ready performance at a lively
physical pace,^ What was done drew quicker response than what
was said. For example, the tumbling scenes were most highly
appreciated. Most of the children were eager and amazed. "The
Caravan Theatre is one of the most interesting projects in
Cosmopolis
. The season of 1938 brought along v/ith it a
closer attention to the great numbers of children in attendance
consequently, Pierre Patelin
,
Treasure Island
,
and Mr. Dooley
Jr. were played rather than Shaw and Shakespeare.
George Bernard Shaw was not being entirely altruistic
when he gave the Federal Theatre permission to use plays at the
ridiculously low royalty charge of §50 a week. Shavian plays
have been done infrequently during the past few years. He
might have had one play a year done professionally, but I doubt
whether he has had such a good average. In giving his consent
to the Federal Theatre he realized that many of his plays would
1 Atkinson, B.
,
"A Midsummer Night’s Dream," Nev/ York
Times, June 2, 1937, page 21
2 Log. Cit
.

ibe produced all over the United States. This in itself would
be lucrative even at #50 a week per play, but this would also
revive interest in Shaw in general. A new generation would
discover and en^oy him. Professionals would think about re-
viving Shaw successes, saying, "Well, now, if those hams in the
Federal Theatre can do that well with Shaw, it might be profit-
able to look into the matter," Just as the current Federal
^
Theatre Negro " Swln^^ Mikado has prompted professionals to pro-
j
duce the "Hot " Mikado with Bill Robinson as star, so might Shaw
plays revive Shaw plays. As a matter of fact, the Mercury
Theatre, the guiding light of which is an offshoot of the Federal.
Theatre, did bring back, as perhaps their most artistically
successful production so far, Shaw’s Heartbreak House, Cornelia
Otis Skinner is at this writing coming to Boston in Shaw's
Candida ,
According to most accounts the WPA actors have not done
badly by the scintillating conversation pieces of Mr. Shaw,
Mr, G-renville Vernon, conservative critic of Commonweal , said
of the New York Federal Theatre production On the Rocks
,
"its
cast is an excellent one, not only for the Federal Theatre
but for any Broadway production." He described it as a
"beautiful job, very well done," In the same article, he took
the Broadway managers to task for not hiring certain Federal
Theatre actors, one of whom he called "one of the finest actors
on the American stage (Henry Irvine),-^
1
I
I
Vernon, G-.
,
"On the Rocks," Commonweal . Julyl,'58, p,273
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Time found it a worthy enough production to spend most of its
space retelling the story. Mr. Otis Ferguson of N ev/ Republic
found to the contrary "little but mugging" except for the three
leading men. His caustic comment is better stated in his own
words. "Good lordl Is Federal Theatre scenery so cheap we can
let anybody chew it up by the yard?"^
Critic Vernon said that the Federal Theatre is to be con-
gratulated rather than Shaw, for really his play the Hochs
is nothing more than speeches sans plot, sans dramatic interest
p
sans any plausible arrangement or subordination of ideas.
P.YCTallon
.
which is doing so well now in the moving pic-
tures, was done in 1937 by the Long Island division under the
competent direction of Charles Hopkins. Mr. Hopkins has been
particularly successful in his revivals of the classics under
the governmental aegis. His repertory company was brought over
to New York City to show the city-folks a fev; of the good thingb
that they had been hearing about concerning the Long Island
division. Ibsen, Shaw, and Shakespeare were all done and done
well. Critics reported Hopkin’s group as doing all right by th^
Master (Shaw), Atkinson praised Pygmalion highly. At the end
of his criticism he agreed that "there might have been better
versions, but they cost more. ”3
1 Ferguson, 0., "On the Rocks", New Republic . July 6,
1938, page 251
2 Vernon, op. cit. nage 273
Atkinson, B.
,
"Pygmalion," New York Times
.
January 27,
1938, page 16
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Set for
Androcles and the Lion
Act 2 Scene 2
Photograph courtesy of the
Federal Theatre Project-WPA
IL
li‘

Androcles and the Lion is a bit of Shavian wit that the
j
I
Federal Theatre has done in Seattle, Los Angeles, Denver, and
New York. The New York version was Negro. According to the
program the production v;as relating the problem of Christian
martyrs to the martyred Negroes of today. According to the
audience, it was a rollicking good comedy as fu3 1 of belly-
laughs as witty smiles. The end of the show wound up like the I
Olson and Johnson Hellzapopoin
,
a show which bears out its
name. The New York Times critic generously admitted that it wai'
!i
"an interesting production superior on the whole to the Theatre
;
1
Guild’s revival of 1925."^ The leading actors were particularljT
!
praised, Ferrovius for his sincerity, the lion for his brillian1;|
performance, and Androcles for his blandness. "Shav; would give
j
them his genial blessing."^
Arms and the Man is another Shavian drama which has nroved
i
popular among Federal Theatre audiences.
Shaw has not been the loser in his agreement v/ith the WPA
Theatre. The results have been mutuaD ly beneficial, finane i all;
and artistically.
|
Eugene O'Neill, one of America's few internationally fancus
'
playwrights, was quick to follow Shaw's path. He, too, was
business man enough to realize that per week a play was
better than nothing. Consequently, his plays are being seen by
others than the Manhattanites or Cosmopolites. Ashton Stevens
1 Atkinson, B., "Androcles and the Lion", Nevr York Times,
i
December 17, 1938, page 10
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of the Chicago American reports, "Chicago finally saw Eugene
O'Neill's sixteen year old The Straw last night thanks to
Harry Minturn's WPA actors at the Blackstone • . . I thank the
I
I Federal Theatre,"^ Philadelphia saw a cycle of O'Neill's sea
!
i plays and found them well done according to the Philadelphia
!
I Daily News , The New York Negro unit attempted to do O'Neill's
,
sea plays — A Lons Voyap;e Home , Moon of the Caribbles . Bound
I
East for Cardiff and ^ the Zone . People found them interesting,
but lacking in sensitivity. The negroes Just did not fit. The
plays call for Irish men, English, Chinese, and Yankees. The
I
Negroes failed to give these characters life,
I
I
^ Wilderness and Anna Christie being somewhat pleasanter
than most of O'Neill's work, have been produced more often than
' any others. Cincinnati, Illinois, Iowa, Florida, San Diego,
and Salem, Massachusetts have seen the very popular ^ Wilder-
ness .
I
!
There are no restrictions as to the way of doing the plays.
Dif f ' rent in Michigan might be staged in a manner altogether un-
related to Dif f ' rent in Roslyn, Long Island. The settings,
characterizations, or stage directions are in no way standardized
in the Federal Theatre. A good example of that is the marked
contrasts between Boston's Macbeth and Dr. Faustus and New York'
New York's Macbeth I have already discussed — a Haitian voodoo
show, full of Negro exuberance and Wellesion-Shakespearean
13
:
i
1937
1 Stevens, A., "The Straw," Chicago American. October 27,
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' melodrama. Boston's Macbeth was traditional and white, but not
I
unimaginative in the least. Shakespeare was used as Shakespeare
I
and not as a germ of an idea. With Faustus the difference
I
was more of degree than of kind. New York very effectively
placed strong emphasis on the melodramatic horror-filling scenes,
Boston played Faustus in the same manner, but with more emphasis
on the humor. Both productions were brilliantly staged and
imaginatively lighted. More or less the same devices were used
I
in both cities, as what was found successful in the first was
adapted for use in the second,
I have been able to see the Boston production of Macbeth
and Faustus
.
Of the two, I prefer Dr. Faustus as the better
acted and staged play. I had never read Marlowe's play and it
i
' was done so well that I do not feel any need to read it for
! clarification purposes as so many people do after seeing certair
Shakespearean productions. The leading actors were more than
adequate in quality of voice as well as acting. The play was
swift and vivid. Words did not seem to Impede the action as
they so often tend to in Shakespearean plays (a fault not the
author's as much as the actors' in many instances). As for
comparing it with other-thsn-WPA productions of recent times,
I
there is no opportunity, for Faustus has not been done for many
i
years.
|
Macbeth too, was cinematic in its swiftness, using black-
outs as frequently as Living Newspapers, It wfs divided into
two parts, the first of which was overlong for comfort (it still
w.
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didn’t compare in length to the two hour first act of the Mercury
Theatre endurance contest entitled Five Kings ) > The cast of
Macbeth was on the whole not as competent in Shakespeare as it
54
was in Marlowe. Macbeth*
s
minor roles demand more of the
actor than do the minor roles of Faustus. Nevertheless,
Macbeth compared very favorably in my mind to the Philip
Merivale-G-ladys Cooper production of a few years ago. Neither
came up to my expectations, but both were interesting, the more
recent WPA effort having the edge over the slower, less excit-
ing professional attempt.
One of the most heartening factors about Boston's Macbeth
was that Saturday matinees were immediately sold out to groups
of suburban high school students, some of whom came from a
distance of thirty and forty miles. The students had a chance
to see that Macbeth was not just something which contained
those blankety-blank lines ("Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow")
which had to be memorized for the next day’s test. They
couldn't help realizing that it was flesh and blood melodrama.
This, to me, is more important than a social propagandized
Julius Caesar or smart sophisticated Broadway comedy.
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wew American rlays
federal xheatre directors patriotically reel that the field
of new American plays is one of their most important lines of
development. To date this idea has been just wishful thinking.
No great American dramas have appeared as far as I know. The
importance of this division or the drama is ’’based on the be-
lief that American life is full of exciting possibilities for
drama, Just because no American Way has flashed across the
WPA play frontier does not mean that this field has oeen com-
pletely neglected, in fact there is much evidence to prove the
contrary,
Sinclair Lewis’ It Can * t Happen Here , next to the Living
Newpapers, is perhaps the most outstanding play in this cate-
gory. This is a play not written on the nPA, but was lucky
j
enough to fall into the government’s hands when the moving plc-
! tures turned it down. I say lucky enough for the simple reason
i
that if it had been produced professionally, Manhattan would
have seen it, and Manhattan only, whereas with WPA backing it
I
has been produced by twenty-one different companies simultan-
eously. It is this play presented in this manner which ful-
fills more than any other play so far the third principle of
the Federal Theatre artistic policy, namely, that the theatri-
cal program be national in scope, regional in emphasis and
American in democratic attitude. It Can’t Happen here
.
presantecL
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..
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with regional differences on a national scale, is by an American
writer, about American life, and on a basis of passionate belief
>
in American democracy. Halite Flanagan said, *'We want to do
Can’t Happen Here because like Doremus Jessup and his creator,
Sinclair Lewis, we, as American citizens and as workers in a
theatre sponsored by the government of the United States, should
like to do what we can to keep alive the ' free, enquiring, critl
cal spirit,* which is at the core of democracy.”^
The productions of It Can't Happen Here varied considerably’
in quality. None of them were worthy of the best Proadway
Standards of finish and **le derniere cri" "touch, but, as G-ilber
aeldes remarked "Mr. Nathan (and other Manhattanites) wants to
reserve to the commercial producers the exclusive privilege of
o
producing; shabbily.** Stap;e probably correctly criticized when
it said that in spite of faulty adaptation and production there
was enough dramatic fire in it to make an exciting evening, but
"what might it have been if done by professionals in the legiti-
mate theatrel"^ Stage might also add, "who would have seen it
if it had been done professionally?"
As Max Lerner observed, putting this anti-Fasci st play of
Lewis together with Federal Theatre caused all sorts of vistas
4to open. Magazines and newspapers the country wide noticed it
IFlanagan, H., "A Theatre for the People," Magazine of Art
August 1957, page 503
2Seides, G., "People and the Arts,’* Scribner's Monthly,
February 1937, page 80
3"The Show is On," Stage, December 1956. page 6
4Lerner, Max, "Caliban on Main Street," Stage. December
193b, page 78
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and editorials were v;ritten conjecturing on Federal Theatre po-
i
tentialities. Just how powerful could the i'^ederal Theatre be-
come as a propaganda Instrument? As a whole this anti-Fascist
propagainda play was well received. It was a thought-provoking
warning which might not be as far-fetched as it seemed upon firs'J
realization,
A year later WPA again planned to take the country by storm
with a number of simultaneous openings of John Hijnter booth's
Created Equal , The play was first tried in Boston to Judge its
reception before its national presentation. Apparently it was
|
not considered as powerful or pertinent as the Lewis-Moff ett
It Can* t Happen Here for not nearly as many companies played it
a
as the other. From my twenty-five cent seat, I found It/slightly
confused, disjointed attempt to review United States history
too quickly. It ended with an Impassioned plea of workers and
citizens to keep President Roosevelt, in a position where he
could do most good. This was done without mentioning his name.
To my Republican- educated mind it was not wholly acceptable.
The acting was adequate, the staging was interesting, but the
political propaganda was mildly offensive.
Class of * 29 by Orrie Lashan and Milo Hastings was an Ameri-
can Love on the .Dole
. This too was played the country over,
from New York to San Francisco. It presents the problem of
|
college graduates, long unemployed, who seriously question the
desirability of status quo. Unusually enough it is tragic and
|
unromantic at the end instead of crudely optimistic and happy.
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Politicians used it as one of their proofs that the federal
Theatre was Communistic. According to the Times * reviewer suet,
politicians can not have seen the play, since respect to work
rather than communism is the theme. ^ Mr. Atkinson felt also
that, even though the play was written none too well, it was
worth doing for the problem it presents and the suggestions
which arise from it. Critic Willson Whitman felt that Class of
* 29 was as good a play as Saturday * s Children , but that it
presented a much greater problem. Miss Whitman's enthusiasm
for the problem undoubtedly causes her to look through rose-
colored glasses at the play Itself, for the characters are
i
I
wooden and the whole thing could do with an added bit of polish,,}
Murder In the Cathedral by T. S. Eliot has no conceivable
;
that
right to be included under American plays other thary'its authorl
now an expatriate, was born in America. Ofl that slight excuse
I am including a discussion of it in this chapter. Mr. iJ^liot^s
poetic drama received little recognition, except among the
literary cognoscenti, until WPA produced it. It might almost
be said conversely that the WPA theatre received little recog-
nition until Mr. Eliot permitted them to produce his dramatic
poem. It is to this production which Federal Theatre enthusi-
asts point with great pride, for, regardless of the statement
of Mrs. Flanagan that the government is not looking for hits,
"angel" Uncle Sam is extremely pleased when hits result. And
1 Atkinson, B., "Class of '29," New York Times. Mav 16.
1936, page 10
2 vKhitman, W., "Bread and Circuses," page 80-81
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Harrison Fiske,
who can blame him? The most adverse critic,/hid no more than
say that the play was a poem more suitable for library than the
staged Without a doubt Mr. Fiske is right. Mr* John Mason Hronil
reaffirms his remark with a change of emphasis. '’JNO production
of recent memory stands more in debt of its director and its
designer than does Murder in the Cathedral. ** Critic Brown
considered it "one of the most notable theatrica] offerings of
the winter.*'^ Harry Irvine as Thomas a-Becket was acclaimed as
giving one of the best performances of the season. This "li-
11Aturgical drama of great beauty was a sellout. It closed to
full houses only because an English production of the same play
was being brought to New York City and there must be no conflict
between 'WPA and professional theatre. I saw the English pro-
duction and found it lacking in life. There was beautiful read-'
ing of poetry by the very fine voice of Robert Speaight, but it
did not seem much more than Just that. From all accounts the
Federal Theatre did have more than that. Perhaps its acting waji
more uneven than the acting of the Ehgllsh company, but its
vitality made up for the minor imperfections. It is worthwhile
to note that the English production was not very successful in
New York.
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1 Fiske, H. G., “The Federal Theatre Boom-Boggle", Satur-
\ day Eveninp; Post . August 1, 1936, page 2 6
2 Brown, J. M., "Two on the Aisle," page 125
3 Ibid, page 126
4 Atkinson, a., "Murder in the Cathedral," New York Times,
March 29, 1936, IX page 1
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Chalk Dust by Harold Clarke and Maxwell Nurnberg is an ex-
ample of a play that Broadway and Manhattanites spumed but whic^
the great hinterland (the rest of the country) found worthwhile.
The public school systems' faults, gossip, politics and pettines^,
are well illustrated. 7/ith them is interwoven a love story whic!
adds nothing to the dramatic effectiveness. Boston termed the
play worthwhile; Chicago, in the midst of a public-school
scandal, was Interested to the tune of a nine-weeks run; a
Berkeley California critic thought it a better cast and a better
play than many he had seen at ^4.40.^ New York practically in-
sists upon having sophistication or Shakespeare as its drama.
The sophistication may cover a fundamental idea as it does in
Idiots ' Delip-Jht
.
or it may completely choke the fundamental idea]
as in Amphitryon lb . but there must be "double entenci?ires" to
dress the production up to Broadw^ay standards. The hinterland,
not as theatre surfeited as Manhattan, seems to demand ideas
in preference to the sophistication. Consequently Chalk Dust
.
Class of ’ 29 . It Can* t Happen Here, and similar plays have been
more successful outside New York than in the city itself. It ifi|
also true that the American people, as distinguished from New
Yorkers, are not so dependent upon completely polished produc-
tions as are those bored cliff-dwellers. Just the fact of see-
ing live flesh and blood on the stage is a new experience for
many a WPA playgoer.
1 Whitman, W., "Bread and Circuses," page 75

There have been two kinds of censorship in the Federal
Theatre, the kind from within and the kind from without. The
former has been discussed in regards to JiJthiopia . the first
issue of the Living Newspaper. The latter type is due to the
intervention of local town and city authorities. For example,
The Merchant of Venice was forced to close down in New Britain,
Connecticut, because Jewish citizens protested.
Valley For^e
.
Maxwell Anderson historical verse drama, was
banned in several Ne": England towns. Plymouth town fathers
thought it oDscene. Certain Legionnaires, always ready to
flaunt their somewhat specious loyalty, felt it unpatriotic.
The WPA finally bowaierized the script and permission was grant^jd
to play it if children under sixteen were exciuaed. Then the
Project withdrew the play ana substituted another to pacify tne
protestors and to quiet the Hearst press. There is no doubt
that passages in Valley Forp;e are profane, out there is also
not much doubt that soiaicrs are apt to be profane, even if
they arc uot in such a wretched encampment aa Valley Forge was
during that painful winter. Valley Forp;e presents a realistic
view 01 nxsoory which people should be glau to see. That it
also contains a iicuitious love-interest is more or less unim-
portant, American people are much too prone to xooh; at Americ
history through a naze ex romance which starts away back in tne
Pocahontas-j ohn omith legend and carries tnrougn heroic World
War tales. I do not believe in "debunking" our few heroes by
attributing sex scandals or psychological neuroses to them.
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but I do believe that the truth should be told about our his-
torical faults as well as about our historical virtues.
Without a doubt this following excerpt is one of the pass-
ages referred to as unpatriotic. In a moment of great depres-
sion, one of Washington's men bitterly charges:
!
They’re all alike, and have one business, govern-
ments, and it's to plunder. This new one we set
j
up seems to be less efficient than the old style
I in its methods of plundering folk, but give them
i time; they'll learn to sink their teeth in what
I you've got and take it from you.^
I
Washington, even more than his men, had a perfect right to react
in the above manner. The Congress had been treating him ignobly
^
! It is only remarkable that he could still hold fast to his pur-
pose which Anderson has him state in this way.
What I fight for now is a dream, a mirage, perhaps,
something that's never been on this earth since men
first worked it with their hands, something that’s
never existed and never will exist unless we make
it and put it here—the right of freeborn men to
govern themselves in their own way
. . .It's destined to win, this dream, weak though
we are. Even if we should fail, it's destined to
I
wln.^
The Federal Theatre's third case of publicized censorship
I
was in connection with Marc Blitzstein's The Cradle Will Rock
.
Apparently certain steel trusts applied pressure on a vulner-
j
able spot, for this musical play advocating unionism in steel-
; towns was suspended Just about as it was to have its premiere.
i
Mr. Welles, Mr. Houseman and Mr. Blltzstein, all having worked
1 Anderson, M., "Valley Forge," page 63
2 Ibid., page 23
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very hard on the play, refused to submit to the censorship and
decided to put it on anyway, without government backing. Conse-i
quently they obtained a dark theatre and taking as many of the
cast as they could, produced the play on a bare stage without
any special costumes. The only musical accompaniment was playec^
on the piano by Mr. Blitzstein himself who also acted several
of the parts. This forced economy added to, rather than sub-
tracted from, the dramatic pov/er of the play. The whole case
rested in the sincerity of the actors, which, to all reports,
was more than equal to the occasion. The entire cast was lined
up on a row of chairs facing the audience. As their turn came,
each arose and did his bit. Not even a gun was used as a prop,
in the death-in-a-drugstore- episode, Blitzstein simply stated,
’’There is the sound of an explosion.”^ Thornton V/ilder’s Our
Town production, current Pulitzer Prize winner, is said to have
been indebted to The Cradl e will Rock for this bare-stage idea,^
Whether it is or not is only for Mr. Wilder himself to say.
In contrast to the much vilified Val] ev ForKe is E. P,
Conkle’s Ppolop:ue to G-lory
.
an historical play which has been
extravagantly praised and pointed to as another Federal Theatre
hit, Stephen Courtleigh has made a name for himself acting the
leading role of Abe Lincoln. Burns Mantle even went so far as
to include the play in his T^ Best Plays of 1937-1938 with his
1 Calder-Marshall, A., ’’The Audience is the Thing,”
Fortnightly
. June 1938, page 728
2 Ibid, page 729
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top rating of four stars. The Dally News (New York) editor was
interested enough to use his column to boost it as one of the
best historical plays he ever saw.^ Mr. Atkinson considered it
an absorbing folk-drama, well produced all around. The setting,
cast, and direction were all given ''bouquets" But said Mr*
Atkinson, "is it Lincoln?"^ An author's footnote explains.
This play makes no attempt to be true in all its
jhistorical details; it attempts, rather, to be I
true to the spirit of the times and the leading !
character.^
Mr. Conkle teaches at the University of Iowa and is steeped in
Lincoln lore. In this play he is presenting his idea of Lincoln.
Whether it is Mr. Atkinson’s idea or mine is another matter. M]'.
Atkinson believes that the play "belittles his ruggedness of
|
character," but he atlmits, "there is more of Lincoln behind it
j
I
^
than appears on the stage, As the title suggests, the play !
is concerned with Lincoln’s young manhood— the Ann Rutledge
romance, and his first victories and defeats as debater, lawyer
and politician in Illinois.
The following dialogue takes place in Offut-’s store. It
is perhaps this sort of thing which Mr. Atkinson finds belittli
j
I
1
Ann: Abe, because those men in there praise you
to the skies, you’ve got the idea you’re Just fine.
|You wrestled Jack Armstrong. You sit with those men I
and tell stories, Abe, you’re not even keeping the
j
store well.
ii 1 Daily News
.
April 5, 1938, editorial
2 Atkinson, B.
,
"Prologue to Glory," New York Times
.
March 27, X, page 1
3 Conkle, h’. P., "Prologue to Glory," New York, Bamuel
French, 1938, (introduction)
4 Op. Cit., Atkinson, page 1
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Abe: No—Ann,
Ann: Going in debt—broke. If you were my brother
do you know what I ’ d do?
Abe: Turn me over your knee an’ give me a right
smart ker-wallopin’
?
Ann: I’d say you’d have to stop this sitting in
the sun and shade, Just satisfied with yourself!
Abe: (Awed) You — don’t want me to be like
my own people, Ann?
Ann: (Deeply) No, Abe.
Abe: You make things sound plagued serious. I
always kind of took it for granted th' Lord would
take care of his goats as well as his sheep,
Ann: (A little smile) Don’t depend too much on
th' Lord, Abe,
Abe: Ann, if you’ll Just tell me what I ort to do
and be
Ann: Oh, you’re all right, Abe. It's Just
—
you
could be so much more. Sitting here with no ambition
.|
— satisfied. Sakes-a-mercy
,
why am I talking like
this to you?
Abe: (Shyly) I was wondering the same thing, Annl
Ann: (Looks around) Where's my grammar-book? I’m
sure I fetched itl 1
This humanizing of Lincoln does not detract one cubit from his
stature as far as am concerned. He is not one whit less a
hero because he might have been strongly influenced by his first
love to make use of his "book-3 arnin. *' I found it as completely
absorbing to read as Mr. Atkinson did to see it. Its only fault
is that it is an episodic, slow-moving picture rather than a
1 Conkle, E. P., "Prologue to Glory," page 46-47
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dramatically unified play. Most historical dramas are apt to
have this fault, since history was not thinking of dramatic ef-
fectiveness when it was taking place.
The National I'olicy Board of the Federal Theatre has as on«
of its aims the development of regional drama. Its first at-
tempt in this direction was the Federal Theatre's first Broad-
way production J p>f ferson Davis . According to Time it was a
"sombre pageant of the life of the Confederacy's first and only
I
president, told with little liveliness and much discretion,"^
j
According to the Baltimore Sun the whole production "would do
|
little credit to the sophomore class of any second-rank high
|
I
school,"^ The South cared no more for the play than did New
York. Their sentiments, as expressed by a North Carolina paper.
are, "if this is the best show the Federal Theatre can do, then
God save the Union.
American Hoi j dav by the Barker brothers followed Jefferson
Davis with better luck. This study of contemporary life (Middle-
town during a big murder trial) was done by a large company with
much enthusiasm.^ Throughout the country, many regional plays
have been produced
—
Historic Delaware in Wilmington, Pioneer
Texas in Houston, America Sinss in Little Rock, Arkansas
.
a
Jean Lafitte pirate play in New Orleans, Feet on the Ground, a
Dunkard play in that particular section of Pennsylvania, a flaxlf
growing drama in Oregon, and several others.^ Most of these
1 "Double Jeopardy," Time . March 2, 1936, page 59
2 Loc. Clt,
3. Whitman, W., "Bread and Circuses," page 74
4 "American Holiday," N. Y. Times
.
Feb. 22, page 13
- 5_ Whitmah
,
’‘Bread and IJlrcuses page 74
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are best forsotten, for many of them were written by local peo-
,
pie who never were, nor never will be, playwrights. A few of
them are worth mentioning, however. Paul G-reen’s The Lost Colonj'
!
on Roanoke Island, Carolina was exceptionally good according to i
I
i
newspaper reports, Richard Maibaum's A Moral Entertainment was
|j
produced well enough in Boston. It was a Puritan farce which ||
I
I
might have had historical fact oack of it, but nobody in the
'
1
audience cared particularly. They were satisfied, to sit and be;
I
‘
amused. Altars of Steel, with a more serious purpose, was sue-
j;
cessfully done in Atlanta, G-eorgia, Blp; White Fo£, also dealin^i
with industrial and economic problems, was fairly well received:
in Chicago. Revivals of regional dramas were done in m?ny sec-
i
tions of the country, The Hoosier Schoolmaster and Clarence in
Indianapolis for example.
Old Broadway successes make up 287 out of the 924 plays
produced through September 1938 • That is over thirty per cent
of all the plays done by the U'ederal Theatre. Many of these
j;
plays are pure farce, such as Boy Meets G-irl
.
but a few are of
more significance, such as the already-discussed Valley Forfie
or John Howard Lawson's Jb^rocesslonal . The latter play was firsi:
produced by the Theatre G-uild back in the middle of the "Jazz
Age," 1925 . Mr. Lawson revised his play slightly for the new
presentation. A new musical score was added, but the essential
combination of opera, ballet and vaudeville was still much in
evidence. The I937 version was not performed quite as speedily
|
I
as the old version, but there was no lack of enthusiasm and it
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was still ’’a hysterical show that suggests rather than states
its sympathies for the workingman."^ According to Mr. Brooks'
Atkinson, Processional is still Mr. Lav/son's best play. "it
cut clean across the American kaleidoscope, the squeaking band,
the Jew joke, the headline gibberish, the hatred and horror,
murder and lechery, the suffering, wonder, hope, love, knavery,
oppression and sheer galvanic vitality of the American scene,
The federal Theatre cooperated with Broadway producers and
managers in so far as one of the units was devoted to producing
plays as try-outs for the producers who were uncertain as to the
plays* merits. Warshawsky's Woman of Bestlny was competently
done for Mr. Lee Shubert, who decided "thumbs down." Other play|^
were similarly done, but only one I know of ever reached Broad-
way, That one turned out a failure. This Manager's try-out
Theatre was abandoned within a year, 1 rather think it could
have been developed into something very useful to professional
producers. According to Mr. Atkinson the actors and directors
always did their part well and gave the new plays fair trials.
Another unit in which many new American plays have been
produced is the Nev/ York Experimental Division, Particularly
noteworthy are the productions of Paul Green's Unto Such Glory
and Hymn to the Rlsin:^ Sun, both of which are one- act plays.
1
1
The former is a rough and tumble farce, "slapstick in easy style
1 "Processional," "The Show is On," Stage, January 1938.
page 10
2 Atkinson, B,, "Processional," New York Times
.
October 24
1937, AI, page l
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of folk drama. The latter is “the most powerful and mature
drama Mr. Green has written.”^ The place and time are a south- |
ern chain-gang work camp on the Fourth of July. The captain of I
the gains is treating the prisoners in a brutal, patronizing
fashion to a sermon in honor of the Declaration of Independence.
This speech is undoubtedly one of the longest single speeches
in modern drama. "The play expresses all the scorn, irony and
contempt a high-minded man instinctively has for ignobility and
inhumanity.
In New York, v/hich is the center of the Federal Theatre as
I
much as it can be said to have a center, there is a teaching of
Theatre Technique unit located in the Provincetown Playhouse in
MacDougal Street.^ This unit in itself is worth discussing, as
it is a training and producing center for community drama di-
rectors, but I am mentioning it mainly because the first pro-
duction there was Lynn Riggs' Cherokee Night--another evidence
of Federal Theatre emphasis on American drama. From this train4
ing school, directors go out, to communities which are interested,
in the theatre, but which are too small to warrant a Federal
Theatre company. The National Service Bureau aids these di-
rectors as much as it is able by supplying plays, play lists,
and properties when they are needed, consequently, American
1 Atkinson, B,, "Unto Such Glory," New York Times. Mav 7.
1937, page 28
2 Loc. cit.
3 Loc. cit.
4 Buttitta, A., "Teaching Teachers, “ Federal Theatre
Magazine
.
Vol. 1, No. 2, page 19
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drama is fostered by the sovernment in more ways than one.
I believe that the National Policy Board's aim encourage
American drama, new and old, is very commendable. That many of I
the plays are valueless is perhaps inevitable. Maybe more dis-',
crimination will be used in future selecting of plays for pro-
duction. Mr. Emmet Lavery, Director of the rlay Department,
reports that plays are being read constantly. Also, that plays
are being written under the direction of that department, plays
dealing with Ameridan life, Steel , Pralri e Land . Jesse James .
Kamlano (concer*ning Father D mien, the Leper) and American City
.,
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N egro Plays
New York has neglected Negro plays during recent years.
The last two of any size or importance were Porp;.Y and Bess and
Green Pastures . Since practically all professional theatre has
been almost exclusively restricted to New York City, the Negro
actors have been forced to forego their profession if they v/anted
to eat. The Federal Theatre was aware of this situation and in-
corporated into its program the aim of building an American
Negro Theatre. According to Mrs. Flanagan's September 1938
summary there are Negro units in no less than ten states.
As usua,l New York City's Negro unit is the one most highly
publicized. This is perhaps due to the fact that the New York
unit has done most outstanding work. In connection with the
classical plays I have already discussed the popular Haitian
Macbeth which had such a successful run up in Harlam. It could
just as well be included here, for there was about one part of
Shakespeare to every two parts of Welles and Negroes in that
exciting concoction. The first legitimate production of the
Federal Theatre in Nev; York City was Frank Wilson's Walk Together
Chlllun
,
done by the Negro unit. Brooks Atkinson described it
as a^Negro play for Negroes "which he felt yjp.q "undistinguished
by style but lively in spirit,"^ This first production caused
1 Atkinson, B.
,
"Walk Together Chillun," New York Times
.
February 5, 1936, page 15
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him to prophesy, "if the Federal Theatre can ever wriggle loose
|
from red tape, - - - it may turn one section of the unemploymentr
problem into a creditable human achievement."!
After Rudolph Fisher’s more or less unsuccessful Con.jur ’
Man Dies
.
the Negro division produced the Morell-Sraith Turpen-
tine
.
The Tlmfeg
^
* critic found it interesting. "it is not the
greatest play of the year, but it is far from the worst" was
his judgment.^ It is a melodramatic social document which deals
with the subjection of Negroes to V»hites in a turpentine camp
in Central Florida. The authors' solution to the problem
presented is the unionization of Negroes and Whites together !
against the injustice of the Southern labor camp system. Pierr^
de Rohan, Federa] Theatre Magazine, neatly described Turnentlne '
as a play which "had something to say, but lacked the eloquence
to say it completely."^
Noah by Andre Obey was adapted to the Negro unit very suc-
cessfully. The effort proves that the play is still fine and
j
I
that the Negro Theatre is making some noble experiments, accord-H
I
ing to the brief "The Shov/ is On" write-up in Stage. This
production was followed by a dance drama w^hich presented African
singing-; and dancing excellently done. This show, Bassa Mqona,
which translates into "The Land I Love," v/as reported to have
L Ibid, page 15
2 "Turpentine," New York Times
.
June 27, 1936, page 21
3 Rohan, ?. de, “Program Notes, New York," Federal Theatr< :'
Magazine
,
Vol. 2, No. 2. page 14
’Noah," Stage
.
'The Show is On," November, 1936, page 8
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1
The cripples appear to Macbeth
as the witches predicted
Photograph courtesy of the
federal Theatre ProJect-’''fPA

made the stage vibrate with energy and vitality.^ Evidently
the dancing v/as the chief joy for one critic, because he urged
that understanding of the Nigerian dialect v/as not necessary to
the enjoyment of the show. 2
After Sweet Land , another Negro social document, similar
in its plain-spokeness to the earlier Turpentine , the Negro
unit started doing some Eugene O'Neill one-act plays. I have
already mentioned these in discussion of classical plays. Al-
though critics felt that the Negroes were out of their field,
emough people liked them to continue their run well over two
months
.
Rex Ingram, one of the best Negro actors of the present
day, played in William Du Bois' roaring melodrama Haiti
.
Play-
goer Atkinson reacted vigorously, "Nothing so good has exploded
in the midst of Harlem since Macbeth .
I
was able to see the
production while it was in its fourth month. It still was full
of life and playing to good houses. The Negro actors were on
the whole much superior to the 'Whites. One in particular caught,
my attention--a woman who had a v/alk-on part. Every time she
v/as on the stage she "stole" the scene. Rex Ingram was splendic.
and the whole production was good, except that the play was a
little too melodramatic for my tastes. It is interesting to
quote the author's remarks concerning the Y/PA. He praised the
1 "Sassa Moona, " New York Times
.
December, 1936, page 35
2 Bassa Moona, " Staged ^The Shov/ is On, " January, IQ'^T.page 4 ^
»
3 Atkinson, B.
,
"Haiti," Nev/ York Times. March 3. 1 03R
page 16 *
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Roman Soldiers
from
Androcles and the Lion
Photograph courtesy of the
Federal Theatre Project-WPA

production of his plajs but went on to say, "it is the convic-
tion of one author that a national theatre never can be built
up until financial distinction is made between the hard-up ap-
prentice, whose principal difficulty is lack of talent, and the
good actor, whose "at liberty" classification is only temoorary
Apparently the well-knovrn Rex Ingram was paid no more than the
tl
unknown walk-on.
The most recent triumph of the New York Negro Theatre is
Shaw’s Androcles and the Lion which also has been discussed
along with the classical plays.
West Coast Negro units have been almost as active and
successful as the New York group. The Seattle Negro Repertory
Company, under the direction of Burton and Florence James,
presented Noah
.
Stevedore
,
and Swing
.
Q-ates
,
Swing , Stev eel ore
by Paul Peters and Oeorge Sklar is the type of play Mr, Vernon,
conservative Commonweal critic, would term radical, an evidence
of the communistic tendencies to be found in the WPA Theatre.
^
I
The University of Washington Daily described it as "powerful,
melodramatic propaganda of ’race feeling’ and ’race wrongs’
presented vividly and superbly by Negro actors that are present-
ing the case of their race with all the power of sincerity,
emotion that they have to give."^ After discounting collegiate
enthusiasm and inexperience, it is probably safe to say that
L Du Bois, W., "Author on WPA Production," New York Times
,
March 20, XI, page 2
2 Williams, G.
,
"Seattle's History-Making Negro Theatre,*'
Federal Theatre Magazine
.
Vol. 2, No. 1, page 8
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Stevedore is a melodramatic social document on par with Turp cn-
tine . Lvsistrata was produced one night, September 17, 1936,
and closed. Aristophanes was brought up to date by applying his
play to the Ethiopian situation. The State director ordered the
play closed to the disappointment of a large second-night audienc
I suppose he suddenly decided that perhaps the iuthiooia- censor-
‘
e.
77
ship in New Yorh was a warning to steer clear of that oarticular
I
suOlect. 11
i
Recently Shaw has been played in Los Angeles and San Fran- ;!
cisco by the Negro Theatre. There, as well as in Nev/ York, !
Androcles and the Lion has been a particular favorite. I
The Chicago Negro unit has been making the drama column
headlines with its Swinr; Mikado .
After a long run in its home city, the unit brought its
much heralded show to Nev/ York, where the opening night was
favored by no less personages than Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt and
!
Mayor La G-uardia. This new version of Gilbert and Sullivan has
proved as successful in New York as in Chicago, Now Bostonians 1.
are hoping that it will visit the Copley-Shubert for an extended
visit. Recently the Magic Key Radio Hour had the best Mikado '
tunes "swung" by the"WPAsters" as the highlight of its Sunday
program. (This is the same hour v/hich presented the hal]owed '
Paderev;ski not so many weeks before). ^
the
I
I believe that the Federal Theatre's boosting of/American
j
Negro Theatre is one of the finest things in the whole project.
;
Regardless of whether or not the Civil War was v/on by the North,
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Negroes are not in any way the White men’s equals and any
efforts to lift their status a step are praisev/orthy
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Other Types of Federal Theatre Plays
The aims and objectives of the Federal Theatre are as wide
as the country Itself. "The Theatre of Youth" is being developd^
on every project in the country. Russia, at which all good demo
crats look askance, has had children’s theatres for a good numbei?
of years. The United States, which prides Itself on its progress,
has been limited to society-sponsored children’s theatres, such
as the Clare Tree Major Children’s Theatre which annually comes
to Boston for one or two productions. As the organization of
the WPA theatre improved, the need for a children's theatre was
noticed and attempts were made to help satisfy that need. In
her September report Director Flanagan stated that children’s
plays, as well as classical plays, were to be emphasized on
every unit. The Caravan Theatre, in and around New York, had
already turned itself into a children’s theatre. Some units,
where there were two or three in a city, devoted all their ef-
forts *to producing children’s plays. Some of the plays which
are being done all over the country are Hansel and Gret el . Alice
in Wonderland
.
The Emperor’ s New Clo thes
.
Treasure Island
.
Pinocchio
. Pierre Pat elln. The Stolen Prince and The Secret
Garden
. Many of these performances are given at schools, where
a dime admission is charged to those who can afford it. Others,
such as the Boston Pinocchio . are given in theatres at the regu-
lar city prices of twenty-five to eighty- five cents. Groups of
school children are granted special prices at such productions.
Many of these plays are interesting to adults as well as childien
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so that the evening performances are as well attended as the
matinees. The Ohio Theatre of Youth, which is sponsored by the
Mayor and the public schools of Cleveland, is said to have in-
terested an amazing number of children. The California director
boasts that 70,000 children make up the far west youth theatre
audience,^
Closely associated with the Children's Theatre is the
Marionette Theatre. Most of the plays are based on children's
stories
—
Crock of Gold
.
Captain Kidd
.
Petrouchka
.
Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs . J ewel Tree , but many of the evening per-
formances are of plays which interest an older audience as well-
Snperor Jones
.
Don >4uixote . Uncle Tom ' s Cabin . Of the 924 plays
produced through August 1938, 62 have been either children or
marionette plays.
Vaudeville and Circus make up another field touched upon
by the Federal Theatre. Moving pictures have almost done away
with vaudeville, even in the larger cities such as Philadelphia
or Boston. Nor are circuses as common as they once were. Bar-
num and Bailey and Rlngling Brothers seem to have a monopoly on
that particular side of the theatrical business. As a result
small towns which used to see two or three circuses a year, see
none at all unless the people can manage to get into the nearest^
big city during Circus week.
1 Flanagan, H., "Federal Theatre Project" ( a brief de-
livered before the Committee on Patents) February 8, 1938,
page 6
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Musical shows are developed on vaudeville units. Follow
the Parade was Los Angeles first attempt in the musicomedy line.
It was successful enough so that it toured Texas, Two other
musicals followed this first success. Revue of Keviews , and
Ready
.
Aim, Fire but neither were as good as the first. Chicagc
5
effort in this direction was pertinently entitled, 0, Say uan
You SlnK? Time commented on it: ’’When it was good it was very
good, when it was bad it was awful, New York and New Jersey
both produced similar shows. Machine Ap;e and Swing It
.
respec-
tively, None of the Federal attempts in this field have been
such happy accidents as was the International Ladies G-arment
Worker* s Unions hit show. Pins and Needles ,
A few or the Federal plays have been translations of for-
eign plays, some of which translations have been made by worker<
on the project. Pinocchio is an example of a translation from
the Italian. Edwin Denby and Orson Welles freely translated a
French farce, Chao eau de Pallle d* Italle to Horse Eats Hat
.
It was a play which didn't mean anything at all. According to
the Times reviewer it was ”as though G-ertrude Stein had dr earned
a dream after a late supper of pickles and ice cream . . , ,
nothing like it since Miss Stein’s little trophy Four Saints in
Three Acts a few artistic seasons ago.“ But, regardless of
the worth of the play, this play reviewer believed that the WPA
1. ’’Federal Flier. ’’ Time
.
December 21, 1936, page 43
2, Horse Eats Hat, Mew York Times. September 28. IQ‘^6.
page 14 .
.
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had given it a "swell production." The costumes, staging, and
acting Tiere excellent*
Paul Vulpius' Help Yourself , a light Viennese comedy, was
along the same lines as Horse Eats Hat , but had more obvious
plot and traditional technique. In general, critics felt that
it was a bright little comedy which could hold its own with the
average "bright little comedy" on Broadway. The plot is based
not on the Horatio Alger theme of the hero succeeding because of
recognition of his merit, but on the theory that in a large im-
personal organization the existenc3 of one man may pass unob-
served. Consequently, the hero is able to install himself as
an Important worker. A brief sample of the dialogue will give
you an idea of the hero's method*
Fred: You won't have any salary.
Wyatt (our hero): Then they can't cut me, because
I'm not on the payroll. And as I'm not on the payroll,
they can't fire me. Bo if they cut the force 'll keep
right on working.
Fred: Without pay?
Wyatt: Sure--lust the illusion of working does some-
thing for you.
Fred: What work are you going to do?
Wyatt: Oh, I'll write business letters.
i?red: To whom?
Wyatt: I don't know— it's not Important. Once you've
mailed a letter, the thing goes of its own momentum.
There's an answer. Then you answer back. And it goes
on like that. By the time you've exchanged twenty-
letters, no one could possibly knov; what the thing was
about.
1
1 Whitman, W,^ "Bread and Circuses," page 81-82

Miss Willson Whitman felt that the play could have said its say
in one act, “but as it was funny for three, it wasn't hard to
take.
A Russian play. Path of l^'lowers by Valentin Kataye¥ was
produced by the Experimental unit before the unit was ordered
disbanded. Critics called it “bluff and simple hearted enter-
tainment, "almost as good as Katayey's Squaring the Circle .
A German play, ^ More Peace .by Ernst Toller was one of the
productions of the unusually good Charles Hopkins troupe on
Long Island. Mr. Atkinson remarked after seeing it, “There is
nothing quite so distressing in public as the spectacle of an
intellectual cutting fantastic capers and laughing like all get-
out at his own cleverness," Credit was given to Mr. Hopkins foi’
his imaginative staging ano good acting, but apparently the play
was not worth the trouble.
The translation department is kept as busy translating fron
English into other languages as it is translating from other
languages into iihgllsh. One of the most active foreign units is
the Yiddish company* Clifford Odet's Awake and Sing
,
still con-
sidered his best play, was presented very ably by the New York
Yiddish unit, which has also done their version of Can * t
Happen Here
. The same Yiddish unit presented in English Fried-
rich Wolf's Professor Mamlock
.
which has now been made into a
P.
1 Whitman, W., “Horse Eats Hat," Stage
. November 1936,p.9Sl
2 “Path of ^lowers," New York Times . September 18, I936, plS'
3 Path of Flowers," Stage -- “The Show is On," November 192
8 and 10.
5

moving picture. According to one critic, the play's theme is
too big for the casual treatment it received by the author. As
a result what might have been a truly powerful social and politi
cal document degenerated into "only a horror play in the theatr^
and in this case not a particularly good one,"^ However, the
acting and production was good regardless of the w? rth of the
play. Apparently it was considered very fine by violent anti-
Nazis, but people who are violent anti-anything are apt to be
enthusiastic when their personal viewpoint is expressed, v/hethei]'
it be expressed well or not. The plot is the story of an omin-
ent Jewish surgeon's suppression under the Hitler regime, a
common tale these days.
Los Angeles, besides having a Yiddish unit, has a French
company which has been quite active. Tampa Florida has a divi-
sion which spends all its time producing plays in Spanish. The
Federal Theatre has tried to supply the regional needs of the
various sections of the country.
Dance has not been neglected by the government, particularly
Dance as it is related to American life. The Los Angeles An
^erican Exodus
. New York How Long Brethern , and Chicago Ballet
Jlgdre are proofs of this statement. The last one mentioned was
held over a week longer in Chicago due to the large demand for
tickets. According to Ted ahawn Dance as an art form is on th^
1 "Professor Mamlock," Nev; York Times, April 14, 1937page 30
.
»
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upgrade. Evidently the government is willing to do its part in
reviving this art. The frankness of the editor of Federal
Theatre in commenting on Young Tramps , is a healthy sign. ”Jus1f
another ’Sunday Night’ dance program ... In the dance as in
other dramatic forms, if we cannot cast the productions we wish
to do with the people in our groups, then let us invent new
forms and treatments adapted to the training and abilities of
our workers*"^ A consensus of opinion of the better American
dancers is that it takes at least ten years to train a good
dancer. According to the above quotation the Federal Theatre
is beginning to realize that dancers cannot be made over night.
Two other Federal Theatre divisions are worth mentioning,
not because of the type of play they are doing. One is small,
but unique. The Oklahoma Theatre for the Blind. This is con-
nected with the Oklahoma School for the clind andis operated at
a very reasonable cost. The director and all the workers are
blind. Nevertheless, they put on plays before seeing audiences
and, according to Mr. John Dunn, state director in Oklahoma, th'^y
do a good job.
The other division is Radio, which has projects in thirteeij],
states. During 1937 there were over 3#000 Federal Theatre
broadcasts, 1,000 of which were over major networks. ’’Ehiphasis
was placed on such series as James Truslow Adam's Epic of
IRohan, P. de, "Program Notes, New York," Federal Theatre
Magazine
.
Vol,2, No. 1, page 18

The New YorkAmerica and Paul de Kruif's Men A,Q;aln3t Death .
Post, in speaking of the above broadcasts, said, "the full
burden of making an intelligent approach to the problem of
radio drama seems to be falling on the Radio Division of the
Federal Theatre Project."^
1 Flanagan, H.
,
"Summary of Federal Theatre Activities to
Sept ember 1938," page 7
2 Flanagan, H.
,
"Federal Theatre Project," (a brief de-
livered before the Committee on Patents), February 8, 1938,
page 8-9
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Conclusions
The Federal Theatre is communistic 1 The Federal Theatre
is the white hope of the theatre todayl The Federal Theatre is
no good! The Federal Theatre is the people’s theatrel The
Federal Theatre is being used solely to propagandize for that
damned moron in the White Housel The Federal Theatre is another
of our great president’s democratic projects to further national
culture! These are Just a few of the comments which I have
heard or read concerning the Federal Theatre during the last
year. I agree with none of them entirely.
Communistic? Mr. Lavery, in his retort to charges of Com-
munism in the Federal Theatre, pointed out that less than ten
per cent of all the plays produced dealt with economic or social
problems.^ This is easily verified by referring to the appendls
I which contains a list of all i^’ederal Theatre plays through
March 15, 1939. Of this ten per cent, I have perhaps discussed
the most controversial social plays. (The Living Newspapers,
1
it Can’ t Happen Here . et cetera). Mr. J. Parnell Thomas of the
1
Dies Committee, which seems to have degenerated to the farcical
stage, made several statements (according to New York newspapers
and Mr. Lavery), the gist of which was that the Federal Theatre
is communistic through and through. Hearst, Legionnaires, and
1 Lavery, E.
,
’’Communism and the Federal Theatre,”
Commonweal . October 7, 1938, page 6ll
2 Loc. cit.

anti-Roosevelt politicians are determined to be ’’Red-baiters.”
I, for one, feel that the i?'ederal Theatre is not essentially or
even partially communistic. With President Marsh of Boston Uni-
versity, I believe that most of the people who run around yellink
’’Wolf I Wolf I” about subversive activities not only ’’have minds
that are locked and barred against new light, but that they do
actually aid in the spread of Communism or whatever ’’red radi-
calism” they profess to hate,”^
After I had read Granville Hick's The Great Tradition . I
was Interested in hearing his opinions on communism in the
Federal Theatre. He very kindly answered my request, confessing!
that he had been unable to study the situation very carefully,
but his impression was that the Federal Theatre ’’has shown the
potentlaliatles of a real people's theatre.” What interested
me particularly was his frankness in admitting his small knowl-
edge of the subject* Politicians and unthinking conservatives
could well follow this revolutionary's example. His answer
continued in this manner:
My feeling is that any literary movement today
that genuinely stems from and appeals to the
people is bound to have some revolutionary ten-
dencies because the situation today is
such that the honest statement of democratic
principles must be in some sense subversive of
the profit-system. This is, of course, the con-
tradiction in which the Federal Theatre has more
than once found itself.
1 Marsh, D. L.
,
’’intelligent versus Unintelligent Opposi-
I tion to Subversive Activities," Bostonia. Octooer 1938, page 8

Showing an Investigation followihg
a fatal fire in One-third of a Nation.
Photograph courtesy of the
Federal Theatre Project-WPA

Being subversive to the profit-system is not a definition
of communism. Power with its paeai for the TVA is subversive to
the capitalist system. One-third of a Nation , ln.1 unction Gmnted ,
The Cradl e Will Rock
.
Turpentine .are all subversive to the capi-
talist system. Most of them have a good right to be so. But
they are not communistic. Humanitarian, yes, socialistic/ per-
haps, but not communistic.
White Hope of the theatre today? I C"=n not believe along
with some enthusiasts, “The commercial theatre is dead. Long
live the federal Theatrel*' The commercial theatre is very much
alive when there exists a Group Theatre, whose every effort in
recent years has claimed much attention if not praise, a Mercurj
Theatre, whose sky rocket rise to fame is due in part to the
Federal Theatre, a Theatre Guild, which, although it may not be
as radical as when it started, still does a good Job of getting
at least six plays around to the larger cities, in the East, the
Playwrights' Producing Company, which has had a very good bat-
ting average so far this 1938-39 season, the Shakespearean re-
vivals, which have done unusually good business, the Garment
Workers Union, which, due perhaps to the Federal Theatre example,
has begun to realize the possibilities of the theatre, and
summer theatres, whose recent prominence show that people have
certainly not lost their taste for the theatre. The Federal
Theatre is not taking the place of the professional theatre, bui;
is supplementary to it. It covers new ground and stimulates a
new generation of playgoers. People who have never before seen
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an actual stage play are able to see one now, either for nothing
or for the price of a moving picture, John Mason Brown said,
"if the Federal Theatre has done nothing else, it should have
made dear to commercial managers that there are thousands upon
thousands of people anxious to come back to the theatre as audi-
ences, if only ticket rates are within their means." Miss Elizi
-
beth Flexner in her recent book American Playwrights . 1918-1938
said, "That many of the Federal Theatre productions were in-
ferior in quality only proves that if people will go in droves
to see not very good plays, not very well acted and produced,
their hunger for the first-rate must be immensel"^ Morton Histls,
contributing editor of the Theatre Arts Monthly and severe crit!
c
of the Federal Theatre as a whole^ admits, "if even one-tenth of
the vast audience the Federal Theatre has reached is reclaimed
for the professional theatre of generations to come, a theatre
presenting ’living action and real theatre' throughout the land,
then the millions of dollars spent v/111 be paid back, with divi-
dends, to the drama of the future."^
No good? That charge is not worth answering. It savors
of Ignorance rather than knowledge.
A people's theatre? The Federal Theatre probably comes
closer to being a people's theatre than it does anything else.
Ebimet Lavery said, "The simple fact is that the Federal Theatre
1 Flexner, E.
,
"American Playwrights 1918-1938," page 12
2 iiiustls, M., "The B'ederal Theatre," Saturday Review of
Literature
. October 23, 1937, page 12
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is a people’s theatre and as such it represents no one group and
no one class, either artistically, economically or politically.
And within it there are as many shades of theatre thought as
there are variations among Congressmen."^ This statement seems
partially true. The federal Theatre is regional to the extent
that regional plays are done. The Theatre does have a national
policy board, but according to Mrs. Flanagan no one region dic-
tates to another. As a people's theatre, is it an expression of|
the people or is it used to arouse the people? Surely most peo-j
pie are not educated to the extent that Spirochete suggests.
Propaganda? Yes, the theatre is used to educate the people!,
to warn the people, and to keep them posted on what is going on.
Living Newspapers are propaganda without any doubt. It Can't
Happen Here was anti- Fas cist propaganda. Professor Mamlock was
anti-Nazi propaganda. Creat ed Equal was pro-Roosevelt propagancl|i
But that is nothing new; that does not damn the project com-
pletely, for propaganda in the theatre is as old as the G-reeks.n
One Englishman even went so far as to suggest "Can there be
g©rlous drama without some measure of propaganda in it?"^ I do
not believe as Miss Willson Whitman does that the project shoul4
be used as a means to tell us how to vote,^ nor do I believe
that the government should restrict itself to reviving classics
1 Lavery, E.
,
"Communism and the Federal Theatre,"
Commonweal
. October 7, 1938, page 6ll
2 Brown, J. M., "Two on the Aisle," page 197
3 Oriffith, H., "Can the Drama Have ^clal Significance?"
Fortnightly
. April 1938, page 437
4 Whitman, W., "Bread and Circuses," page 167
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and Broadway farces. Rather let them be restricted as they seen
to be now, to presenting facts backed by authority. This is
called didacticism and not art perhaps. But there is a questior
in many people’s minds as to whether or not all art should be
didactic, G-eorge Bernard Shaw, that egocentric being (as we all
are but none as flagrantly so as he, and possibly none with as
much right as he) said in his preface to Pygmalion , "it is so
intensely and deliberately didactic, and its subject is esteemec
so dry, that I delight in throwing it at the heads of the wise-
acres who repeat the parrot cry that art should never be didac-
tic. It goes to prove my contention that art should never be
anything else,"^ I am referring in particular to Living News-
papers for, as far as I am concerned they are the most import ani
productions of the Federal Theatre.
A democratic project to further national culture? This it
certainly is. Surely this cannot be denied even by the most
rabid Republican. Whether the good done over most of the coun-
try outweighs the evil which is thought to be done by the propa-
ganda plays in some of the larger centers. New York in particu-
lar, is a question which I cannot answer, someone who is further
removed from the problem than I am at present will be more
capable of answering that question.
What is to become of it? If another administration gets
in, will it be dropped immediately? Should it be developed
1 Shaw, G. B., "Androcles and the Lion," "Overruled,"
’Pygmalion," New York, Brentanos, 1916, page 115
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into a national theatre in the conventional sense of the term or]
should it be continued just as long as relief is considered
necessary?
My answers to these questions would be just guesses and as
guesses worth practically nothing. But here they are. I am
for a national theatre which is not based on the idea of relief!
The best features of the Federal Theatre could be preserved, bul)
the actors should be chosen for ability rather than need. As
soon as the commercial theatre is able to take the place of the
Federal Theatre in any one city, the Federal Theatre should be
dropped. All the details and arrangements and stipulations
I
would have to be cautiously arranged and experimented with, Un-|
doubtedly there are many objections to such an idea but neither
the idea or the objections are of any great concern at present.
The new stage techniques and the popular prices used by thel
Federal Theatre have already had effect on the legitimate stage.
The Boston production of Our Town is not only playing at a $1.10
top, but also is a scenery-less play. The swiftness of pace
which has been characteristic of many Federal Theatre plays is
another feature of most modern plays. Audiences brought up on
the cinema refuse to wait for elaborate changes of set. Many of
the devices used by the Federal Theatre had the effect of novelt;j|’.
Just because sceneryless plays are interesting does not mean tha
all plays will be sceneryless.
Symbolic settings can be used in some plays and not in othe^fs.
The brilliant lighting of Feder in the Federal Theatre has
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awakened many producers to the effectiveness and potentialities
of lighting itself. Whether or not the Federal Theatre continu
the stage techniques and popular prices, both of which it has
helped revive, should continue for quite a while.
What is to become of the Federal Theatre and what it is
worth will only be known in the distant future.
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Summary
Brief History of the Federal Theatre. In the summer of
1935, Mr. Harry Hopkins, Works Progress Administration director,
selected Mrs. Flanagan to head the Federal Theatre, one- fourth
of the Arts Project. After much organizing amidst confusion
and red tape, this governmental relief theatre was set in motior,
At its peak in 1936, 12,700 persons were employed by the govern-
ment show business. Nine out of ten of these workers were once
on relief rolls. Nine dollars out ten of the appropriation
money was used for v/ages. By September 1938 the Federal Theatre^
had companies in forty cities in twenty states. Along with thesle
companies a National Service Bureau was set up to complement th€
work of the various companies. Its duties consisted of research,
work, play reading, and technical service. The artistic policy
is that the theatrical program be national in scope, regional
in emphasis, and American in democratic attitude. The main con-
cern is a development of a comprehensive dramatic program throug!
out the nation, as a supplement to the commercial theatre. The
money for this project comes primarily from governmental appro-
priations, aided somewhat by box-office returns and sponsors*
contributions.
Living Newspapers. A terse, hard-hitting dramatic tech-
nique which many call WPA’s gift to the theatre is the basis of
the Living Newspapers. This dramatic form has been the most
radical, the most active, and the most controversial of all the
theatrical forms used by the Federal Theatre. Ethiopia , the
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first issue, was banned because of diplomatic reasons. Other
issues took up controversial subjects and presented them in
propagandized form. The two best issues were Power , the editiojji
boosting the TVA, and Qne~third of a Nation , the issue which
was concerned with the slum-problem and the governmental-
housing program. The worst issue was an incoherent labor his-
tory entitled In lunctlon Granted. A technique for writing
Living Newspapers has been developed. The main basis of it is
that everything said or presented must be backed by authority.
Quotations and facts must be presented exactly. Living News-
papers are without a doubt the most important Federal Theatre
contribution to modern drama.
Classical plays. The Federal Theatre is making another
worthwhile contribution to drama by emphasizing the production
of classical plays throughout the country. The classics are
done, not only in the traditional manner, but also with origin-
ality and imagination. The blood curdling Negro Macbeth and thfe
melodra.r.atic Faustus are outstanding proofs of that state-
ment. The classics are also being done for educational purpose
throughout the country. They are played to high schools,
colleges, hospitals, CCC camps and simlliar institutions.
Modern classics as well as ancient are being done, Ibsen, Shaw
and O'Neill have proven fairly popular throughout the country.
Conservative critics feel that this is the only v/orthwhile
type of play done by the Federal Theatre.
New American Plays. It is part of the artistic policy of
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|ij lutac'Tjahj 3nX b^uo />«:oXd oriT . -^1 nnlgifiSil ^na '£dilA
-aJRds Jrnd r'lcoi'; t^nibra.to JOC -o a i.dQOP *^ . 1^ oida :fl'iboIon
I SBoq'fifCf t.?ftc ? d’.aoLi'^-Q 'ic*t an i"* ^n.'ui a*tfl feoi'jaeXo crfl .-fitjH!
^sfcot.'oa ri^.Xf! c.; -'ijo . ^Jhi/go srfi ducii^i/c^rdd
.
2nci Jj d t dsn- ‘\::tZJ:itz bns sqiruio O'JO ,tXBjX(: 20d ^ao^dX.'.co
jiradS .rfotdx o .'tied ©ra df!f>:onii ee • Tair ea ao/^a-nro rr-^boU
.X'tAi^ooo arid j./c:r ijc:aj nBlococ n^vonq g'V'^ iCiarl'O bna
xtno ©rid ni Bird dj^rid lael eoXi^ii av’davnoc cO
."tiaer^T erii id one! xJsXq ‘-o eqx«^ •
*10 v.L.ii-q oXderdnjti i-rid Jc dnaq ei il .a^el'I rrr.o:*x©mA
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the WPA theatre to foster American drama as well as American
actors. Consequently, quite a bit of enphasis is placed on new
American plays whether they are worth it or not. borne of the
outstanding plays, which are not any too good, are rt Can * t
Happen Here . Class of ' 29 . and Chalk Dust . Not only brand new
American plays are being produced, but also American plays of
a few years standing, such as Processional . Johnny Johnson .
Awake and .Sing, and any number of old Broadway successes.
Regional plays are played wherever there are any worth playing.
In this field as well as in that of the Living Newspapers, the
Federal Theatre makes no pretense of shying away from plays of
social significance. The problem of community censorship arose
in regards to the New England production of Valley Forge, a
partially realistic historical play. The problem of government
censorship was brought up by the Project production of The
Cradl e Will Rock , a forceful bit of propaganda in behalf of
steel unions. On the whole, however, the Federal Theatre has
been remarkably free from censorship. It might be said that
the commercial theatre is much more restricted in its choice
of productions, restricted, not so much oy any particular Will
Hayes organization, as by capitalistic tastes.
Negro Plays. A branch of the drama almost completely
neglected by the commercial theatre for the past few years is
the Negro theatre. ?fiPA has revived it or at least g'ven it a
chance to revive. A number of the outstanding Federal Theatre
productions have bee?! ^ue to the fine work of the many Negro
s« 'lojaul oJ ©'iJ-eerlJ t>f/j
wsn tic i.oo&Iq ei clQzticm ‘tc z bJIlj: »^X^nsupo3;icO .ctcjos
evi.-r :o eciotJ .Jon io J-X riX»T..,v ^'lis ^©rti 'i3-<X8ffw axfiCc: nj^oX'roaiA
<*’<^03 o<>*^ ^nx- (izUiw ,a'{XtXc; ^nibnacTc Juo
wen hr'ii icJ Ylnc . J-riXI ^^,%
,^SJ.
I' ey.^/q nialnemA c^Xs Xl-J
,
-!: »’>o^q enjs e^sfq ni:oi'i-i:nA
,ncr r?;:cl. ymtrfc T.
.
?:^ ,^oi aa..>.: .. il .doL' ,cVTir»n‘;ja eiae^ a
.
or,,- ee
8
YB-^XTcnfi bXr. ^o n©dnu/n yns bnr
, ir.X 3 8‘?-gvjA
iXto»7 v.rrx^ e ia Daerix ne'vnns.iw b^xzLq v
-x- LenoXyeH
9ii*
,
3 ''sncn 8WA'< -n/vfJ -vrf.l :o XarlX nX zr. rj£5 bisjCl aio'X nl
Ic r^v-fq .rc'i' yaw,;? .n'yiit
-c ei i^XBiq cn ee^Ux c.-fJ^eijT lan&'jd'?
«j8cn‘'. q^rfancerr&a to r*6 Tdcnq ftri' .eonKonXnaie faXooa
VC rXaV lo iiol joufecnq 6rmC^«fS woM orix cx iijb'xc^fc'r nX
JnecRr;^! V' '^c pite iac^is ^rfT .y- iq ^':^X c,’ otr' oiXciXso': yXXaXx laq
9. ft lo ncXXa; Bcnu X^c^f^on*! HS yo qu J’r'u c^jcf qXfi87oan©o
Ir. iC?.ffcjd ni flB:i/i-43qo'Tq Ic XXc luHonol a XXX ?> $ IX?>?nO
8i ff O'ri.8^ :IT fan . a'-l cr^.i ,'T‘=»ve wod .e-Xonw e.iJ ..f . 'lOiau Xeo^e
ir.rf.i hXaa €»'.' ,tr]ni;T. XT .qi 'c*. Or»n©o *s9-'l y;XCla?(ni c:©*i need
j'c fo 8.^^ :t; i dJcliTas^n » <-:n roum at laxoneojcco »;*fX
iZl'V n? '• 3 XXnacj yn </’ '^r'On* cr. /cf; ,^s.. ':^X'1 v^».s-'y ,^ir;OiJooOonq lo
. ‘"jcaX r ‘ .1 jnJX . ' . '*1 r»a c?X£Sln£3^o eeysK
* t
y!9v«.'£qttC0 Ji^orlja amanli ariX ’o --fortan^i a . yijX*i c'j^bH
.
’
's'ii wy v;d! ,5 a d\J“9i(u laxcnsoiaoo ori»f yc? ^sooelson
a :t f. iv^v'^ ^aaoX i. .av;va! vari A^tT .o':Xxx)rl^ on^d’/i etlJ^
Qnjr-^rfr ynf '..'X-jXuo onJ 1' -ladaum A .^ viven oj BDnxao
XiiBc: .t ic \‘iOw -rtXl PiU •".* ewfti eva/i arTC-t«toiiXc*iq
units. Particularly outstanding work has been done in New Yorkj
Chicago, Los Angeles, and Seattle. A few of the best plays
have been Androcles and the Lion , Macbeth . Haiti , Bassa Moona ,
The **awinp; " Mikado
.
and social plays such as Turpentine and
Sweet Land
.
Other types of Federal Theatre Plays may be Isted as
follows: children's plays, marionette plays, circuses, vaude-
ville, musical shows, foreign translations, Yiddish plays ^and
other foreign plays), dance plays, and radio plays. Good work
has been done in the field of children's plays. Now each ’unit
is producing a few of them (such as rlno c chlo
.
Hansel and Grete !
Conclusions. The Federal Theatre Is radical, progressive,
forward thinkln", but not communistic. The Federal Theatre is
not the only white hope of the theatre today. The Federal
Theatre approximates a people's theatre. It is broadening the
base of the theatre throughout the country, by reviving an in-
terest in flesh and blood drama. The Federal Theatre uses
propaganda, sometimes well and sometimes not v/ell. The Federal.
Theatre should not be discarded entirely when the relief motif
has departed*
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Appendix
Alphabetical list of all the plays
presented by the Federal Theatre
Project throughout the United States
since its Inception to March 15, 1939
Abraham Lincoln
Abraham's Wife
Accent On Youth
Accident Policy
According to Flnklesteln
Adam & Eve
Adding Machine, The
Advent & Nativity of Christ, The
African Vineyard
After Dark
Ah, Wilderness 1
Alarm Clock, The
Alcestis
Alison's House
All of A Summer Evening
Along Came Ramona
Altars of Steel
Amaco
Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse, The
America, Amotica
American Holiday
American Wing
America Sings
Ander's Cap
Androcles & The Lion
Animal Kingdom, The
Anna Christie
Ann Comes to her Senses
Another Language
Anthony & Anna
Applesauce
Apron Strings
Aria Da Capo
Arms and the Man
Around the Corner
Art & Mrs. Bottle
As Husband's G-o
At Last Civilized
At Mrs. Beams
Autumn Crocus
Awake & Sing
Are You Listening
Advocate Defensore
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A Santa Lucia
Aida
Along Melody Lane
Ask Dad
All the Weary People
Alexander’s Horse
All Baba & the Forty Thieves
Alice in Wonderland
Another King Leah
Apostle, The
Agatha
All My Life
Another Beginning
Amazons On Broadv/ay
Americana
America's Cradle Song
Alice's Blue Gown
At the Fountain
At Harmon ey Junction
All Soul's Eve
Allen Corn
Around the World in 80 Days
Aladdin
African Dancers
All Colored Revue
All American Minstrels
All Star Vaudeville
An Old Fashioned Charm
Baby Mine
Back Wash
Bad Man, The
Balanced Diet
Ballad of Davy Crockett
Barbara Frietchle
Barker, The
Bat, The
Battle Hymn
Before Breakfast
Behold this Dreamer
Believe me Xantippe
Best Cure, The
Best Years
Beyond the Horizon
Beyond Tomorrow
Big Slow, The
Big Hearted Herbert
Big Top, The
Bill of Divorcement
B3r ds
Bird of Paradise, The
Balmy Mr. Brown, The
Bishop Misbehaves, The—

Black Clown, The
Black Einpire
Blind Alley
Blind Husbands
Bloodstream
Boastful Benny
Boomerang, The
Boor, The
Both Your Houses
Boudoir Diplomat, The
Boy Meets G-irl
Bra insweat
Brat, The
Bride, The
Bride The Sun Shines On
Broadway
Brief Candle
Broken Dishes
Bringing Back The Drama
Brothers
Butter & Bgg Man
Button, Button
Bread
Bury The Dead
Best People, ihe
Baker's Dozen
Babe at the Inn
Balchiov
Blacksmith's Daughter, The
Blind Love
Basa Moona
Big White Fog
Blessed are They
Bluebeard
Brother Mose
Babes in Toyland
Beggar Prince, The
Be Seated
Black Crook, The
Buddies
Ballet Fedre
Boonville Dam
Beauty and the Beast, The
Bikku Matti
Blue Pri nee. The
Brer Rabbit and the Tar Baby
Bruin ' s Inn
Broken Jug
Be Sure Your Sex Will Find You Out
Bishop's Candlesticks
Blind Man, The
Bound East for Cardiff
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Burn That Book
Builders of America
Bett's Best Bet
Bird*s Christmas Carol
Blue Bird, The
Borrowed Mothers
Booster Club of Blackville
Boy who Discovered Spring, The
Breakfast for Two
Baba, The Elephant
Baga Yaga
Betty’s Dream
Big Broadcast, The
Big City, The
Birthday of the Infanta
Birthday Party
Boiled Eggs
Brass Trumpet
Big Show, The
Black and White Revue
Bomlni Island
Broadway Out West
Barn Dance, The
Bill of Divorcement
Bethlehem
Caesar & Cleopatra
Camel Thru the Needle's Eye
Camille
Campbells Are Coming, The
Candlelight
Captain Brassbound's Conversion
Captain Jinks of the Horse Marines
Captain What-the-Devil
Carrie was a Lady
Case of Philip Lawrence, The
Cat and the Canary, The
CCC Murder Mystery, The
Ceiling Zero
Cellini
Censored
Chalk Dust
Chanticleer
Cheating Husbands
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Christmas on the Cimarron
Christmas Program
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Class of '29
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Comedy of Eggs
Comedy of Errors
Come Easy
Come out of the Kitchen
Come Seven
Campany Cake
Confidence & Trust
Confusion
Conjur Man Dies
Connecticut Yankee
Consolation
Coquette
Co-Respondent Unknown
Coriolanus
Counsellor-at-Law
Country Fellow
Covered Wagon Kate
Craig' s Wife
Cranberry Sauce
Created Equal
Crib, The
Cricket on the Hearth
Crimlnal-at-Large
Critic, The
Cry for Life, A
Curtain Rises, The
Cradle Snatchers, The
Cradle Will Rock, The
Captain Applejack
Cafe Chantant
Carmen
Cavlllera Rustlcana
Cuore Di Marinaio
Client, The
Country People
Cuesta Abajo
Chocolate Soldier
Christmas Soldier
Clown Prince, The
Campus Widow, The
Candida
Cheat and Swing
Christmas Pageant
Cinderella
Chisbaohoyo - Sweetheart of the Corn
Christmas Joke
Clock on the Stairs
Constant Lover, The
Constitutional Pageant
Clouds
Childaso, The Health Grypsy
CampaAionmate Maggie
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Credits for Bill
Copperhead, The
Careless Household, The
Captain Kidd
Casper in Africa
Children of Salem
Christmas at Grandpa’s
Circus, The
Circus Days
Composer’s Series
Children of the Moon
Dad’s Girl
Dark Tower
David Garrick
David & the Good Elves
Days without End
Dean’s Dilemma
Death Takes a Holiday
Deluge, The
Devil Passes, The
Devil of Pisa, The
Devil's Disciple, The
Did Adam Sin
Dlff ’rent
Disappearing Romeo
Distant Drums
Doctor Faustus
Doctor’s shop. The
Dolly of the Follies
Do Men Gossip
Double Door
Do Unto Others
Dover Road, The
Down, Down the Mountain
Dracula
Drums of Oude
Drunkard
,
The
Duchess, The
Dulcy
Dodlci Anni Dopo
Dopo
Donde Las Dan Las Tomas
Dod Gast Ye Both
Dance of Death
Dixie to Broadway
Dr. Wespe
Dance Macabre
Day in Traffic Court
Dear Departed
Derelicts
Dreamy Kid, The
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Doctor for a Day, A
Dogwood Bushes
Eagle’s Young
Early Frost
Early to Rise
Earthly Paradise
East is West
East Lynne
Elizabeth Sleeps Out
Elopement, The
El Christo
Einperor Jones
Emperor's Nev/ Clothes
Enchanted April
Enemy, The
Enchantress, The
Enemy of the People, An
Engaged
Enter Madame
Escape, The
Ethiopians, The
Everyman
Excursion
Expedition to the North Pole
Evening with Dunbar, An
Eternal Wanderer, The
El Conde de ml Puchungo
El Metodo Corritz
El Mundo Eh la Mano
El Nino Judlo
El Rey i^ue Rablo
Eva
Eternal Prodigal, The
Einmal Mensche
End of the Beginning
Esma, The
Faint Perfume
Fair Fountain
Fall G-uy, The
Fair and Warmer
Fame & the Poet
Family Upstairs, The
Fancy That
Farewell Cruel World
Farmer* s Wife
Faust
Feet on the G-round
Fern Dust
Fibber's Cabbage
Field G-od, The
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Fighting Fool, The
Firebrand, The
First Client, The
First Lady, The
First Legion, The
First Man, The
First Mrs. Fraser
First Year, The
Fixin’
3
Flattering V/ord
Flight
Fly Away Home
Florist Shop, The
Fond Fool Serves
Fool, The
Fool's Sold (Hell's Bells)
Foolish Family, The
Fer Cryin' Out Loud
Fortune Hunter, The
Forty Nine Dogs in a Meathouse
Four Hours to Kill
Frankie & Johnnie
Fresh Fields
Friendly Enemies
Figureheads
Four Plantagent Kings, The
Fiamme
Foundling of Santa Maria
Father In Disgrace
For Business Reason's
Fortune Teller, The
Follow the Parade
Flax Play
First Dress Suit
G-ardener's Apprentice, The
Garden for Jolly Juniors, A
Gentle Pigling, The
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
Gentlemen Wear Gloves
Ghosts
Ghost Train, The
Gift, The
Girl of the Golden West, The
Girl Wants Glamor
G-Man (Man from Montana)
Gods of the Lightning
Go Easy, Mabel
Goodbye Again
Good old Summertime, The
Goose Hangs High, The
Great Barrington, The
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Greater Responsibility, The
Great Gay Road, The
Green Grow the Lilacs
Gypsy Lullaby, The
Golden Doom
God, Man and the Devil
God of Vengeance, The
Golden Wedding, The
Green Fields
Gondoliers, The
Great Catherine, The
Habit
Hagar
Hairy Ape, The
Hamlet
Hands off Cinderland
Happiness Permitted
Happy Journey to Trenton & Camden
Haunted House, The
Having Wonderful Time
Hawk Island
Headin' for Cherokee
Heart Cry, The
Heaven Bound
Heidi
Heir at Large, An
Hell Bent for Heaven
Help Yourself
Her Confession
Her Majesty, The Widow
Hero is Born
Hiccoughs and Happiness
Highlights of 1935
High Tor
Historic Delaware
Holiday
Hollywood Extra
Holy Night
Home in Glory
Hoosler Schoolmaster, The
Horse Eats Hat
House Beautiful
House of Connelly, The
House of Fear
House of Juke
Housing (One-third of a Nation)
Hurricane
Hymn to the Rising Sun
Hypocrites & Sinners
Hand of Destiny
Haiti
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Harlem on Parade
How Long Brethren
Horse Play
Hansel & G-retel
Her Confession
Hidden Corner
Highlights of Dance History
Hello Trouble
Heritage, The
Hay Fever
Heart Breakers, The
Ice Bound
I Confess
If Booth Had Missed
If It Please the Court
If Ye Break Faith
Imaginary Invalid
Importance of Being Ernest
In Dixon’s Kitchen
In Heaven & Earth
Inheritors
In His Image
Injunction G-ranted
In Old Virginia
In Praise of Husbands
In The Royal Kitchen
Invitation to a Murder
Irish Justice
Is Zat So
It Can't Happen Here
It's a Boy
It's a Wise Child
Ivory Door, The
I Want a Policeman
In Abraham's Bosom
In the Valley
II Berreto a Songali
II Cieco
II Padrone delle Ferriere (Iron Master, The)
International Revue
Idiot, The
Idle Inn, The
Isolated Corner
In the Zone
lolanthe
Jefferson Davis
Johnny Johnson
John's Radio Hour
Journey's End
Judgment Day
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Julius Caesar
Just a Love Nest
Justice
Just Like That
Jlgglns of Jlgglnstown
Just an old Fool
Just Ten Days
Juan Jose
Jeppe of the Hill
Jericho
John Henry
Jemhalsya
June Moon
Jack and the Beanstalk
Jewish Revue
Kick In
Kindling
Knave of Hearts
Knight of the Burning Pestle
Know Your Onions
Kempy
King In Noumanla
King and the Chorus Qlrl
King's Cream
King Leali
Kunle Lemmel, Two
Last Warning, The
Laburnum Grove
Ladles In Linen
Ladles of the Jury
Lars Killed his Son
Last Enemy, The
Last Mile, The
Last Night of Don Juan
Last of the Lowries
Lazarus of Verdun
Leading Man, The
Leaning on Letty
Left Bank, The
Legend of the Pines
Let Freedom Ring
Let Who Will be Clever
Libel
Llghtnln’
Lights 0 ' London
Like Falling Leaves
Llllom
Little Clown
Little Crib, The
Little Jessie James
I

Little Women
Loggerheads
London Legion
Louis Quince
Love in Humble Life
Loyalties
Lysistrats
Lonely Man, The
Long Christmas Dinner, The
Lost Horizon
Lady of Letters
Lady Takes the Helm
Laugh that Off
Lend me your Husband
Let us be Gay
Living Dead, The
Locked Room, The
Love ’Em & Leave *Em
Late Christopher Bean, The
Life's a Villain
Light on the Dole
Lantern Light
Living Newspaper
L ' Abbandono
La Cleca Si Sorrento
La Fata Del Villagglo
L'Altro Plglio
La Morte Civile
La Nemlca
L' Artlglio
La Serva Padrona
Le Due Orfanelle
L* Ultimo Roman zo
Lumie Di Dlcilia
La Signora Della Camellle
La Malquerida
La Viejecita
Los Cavilanes
Laughing Boy
Little Black Sambo
Little Red Shoes
Lost Soul, The
Lokalbahn
La Grammaire
L'Anglais Tel Qu'on Le Parle
Le Baron de Fouchevlf
La Berceau
Les Innocents
L'Ete De i.a Saint. Iferia
Long Voyage Home, The
Loophole
Love and How to Cure It

Lost Colony, The
Little House in the Woods
Lena Rivers
Landing of the Pilgrims
Letter to Santa
Macbeth
Machinal
Madame X
Magic Mirror, The
Man From Texas, The
Man who Changed his Name
Mary Stuart
Mask and the Face
Master Builders
Matrimonia D’ Alberto
M. D.
Men at Work
Men in White
Men Must Fight
Merchant of Venice, The
Mr. Dooley, Jr.
Merry Wives of Windsor
Mary, Mary, Quite Contrary
Mabel Looks Ahead
Mad Hopes, The
Man in the Bowler Hat
Man in the Tree
Man who Couldn’t Pray
March Hares
Mary’s Other Husband
Mary, The Third
Matter of Husbands, A
Meet the Ehemy
Merton of the Movies
Me, Third
Miles Glorisus
Milky Way, The
Miss Lulu Bett
Miss Burnett Puts one Over
Miss Marmaduke’s Reign
Miss Ophelia Reforms Topsy
Moral Entertainment, A
Mrs. Moonli^t
Mrs. Temple's Telegram
Murray Hill
Midnight Mystery
Midsummer Night's
Mining Town
Minnie Field
Miracle at Verdun
Miss Nell’ of New Orleans
Dream
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Mr. Petruchio
Money Changer, The
Moonshine
Moons:.Ine & Honeysuckle
Morality Plays
Morning Hate
Morning to Midnight
Mrs. Bumstead Leigh
Murder has been Arranged, A
Murder in the Cathedral
My Country
My Lady Friends
Mystery of the Broadwalk Asylum
My Uncle Jaime
Mine Incidents
Mayor and the Manicure
Miss Quis
Mr. Jim
Molinos De Viento
Mississippi Rainbow
Mikado
,
The
Melodies on Parade
Murdered Alive
Marriage Proposal, The
Monesh
Miser, The
Minnie Field
Mosignor's Hour
Moon over the Carribees
Museum, The
Mother Goose Goes to Town
Mystery at Midnight
Meteor
Ned Me Cobb’s Daughter
New Brooms
Nice People
Night of January l6th
Nathan Hale
Native Ground
Nativity
Negro Mother
Neighbor Jane
New Kind of Love
New Toys
Night at Brenda's
Night Must Fall
Ninth Guest, The
Noah
No Count Boy
No Fooling
No Left Turn
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No Men Admitted
No More Frontier
No More Ladies
No More Peace
Nut Farm, The
Nightcap, The
Na Santarella
Natural Man, The
Napoleon Crossing the Rockies
Nev/ Deal fcr Mary
Oliver, Oliver
On the Rocks
On Stage
Other People’s Money
Our Wives
Octoroon, The
Ohio Doom
Old Autumn
Old Heidelberg
Old Homestead, The
Old Maid, The
Old Soak, The
Oriental Lights
Old Hammar
Once a Crook
One Mad Night
One More Spring
One Sunday Afternoon
One Third of a Nation
On to Oregon
On Trial
Op-O'-Me Thumb
Our American Cousins
Out of the Night
Outside Looking In
Outward Bound
Over the Back Yard Fence
Overtures
Ochl Consacrati
Ombre Del Cuore
0, Say Can You Sing
Orphee
Obedient Princess, The
Old English May Day, An
On Dixon’s Porch
On the Levee
Old Captain Romeo’s Four Wives
Orphan Princess
01
Palace of Truth
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Path of Flowers
Patsy, The
People's Choice
Pomander Walk
Poor Henry
Potash & Perlmutter
Puppy Love
Playin' Fool
Parents Wanted
Party's Over, The
Pastry Baker, The
Path of Glory
Peace on Earth
Peggy
Peg O' My Heart
Penny Arcade
Perfect Alibi, The
Perfect Harmony
Personal Appearance
Petrified Forest
Petticoat Fever
Pierre Patelin
Pigs
Pioneers of Texas
Pizen Song
Play in the Making
Plays the Thing, The
Porgy
Possession
Post Road
Pot Boilers, The
Power
Powers that Be, The
Precious Land
Prescott's Have a Problem
Prince of Liars, The
Prince of Pllsen
Private Secretary The
Processional
Prodigal Son, The
Professor Mamlock
Prologue to Glory
Pullman Train
Purple is as Purple Does
Push, The
Pygmalion
Pinocchlo
Purple Door Knob, The
Pursuit of Happine ss
Poor Audrey
Pledge for Peace
Patience

Pinafore
Pirates of Penzance
Pandora’s Box
Pink & Patches
Prince and the Pauper
Proud Princess
Prisoner, The
Peace and our Times
Pullman Car Hiawatha
Pageant of Nations
Pageant of the Shearman and the Tailor
Path Across the Hill
Peddler Man, the
Perfect Little Goose
Pierrot & Pierrette
Plain Mary Brown
Princess Who Hid Her Shoes
Princess on the Pea
Peace Play
Queen’s Husband
Quare Medicin
Queen’s Cross Patch
Quicksand
Queen Esther
Queens of France
Rear Car
Regular Fix, A
Rhapsody in two Flats
Rivals, The
Roadside
Road to Broadway, The
Rosalie
Room Service
Royal Family, The
Russet Mantle
Roundabout
Roaring Girl
Rabbit Drive
Rain
Rebound
Re i emption
Red Headed Stepchild
Remember the Day
Rescued by Radio
Retreat
Retribution
Return to Death
Return of Peter Grimm
Riddle Me This
Riders of the Sea
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Rising Moon (Rising of the Moon)
Road to Pekin
Road to Rome
Roll .Sweet Chariot
Romantic Young Lady-
Roses of Picardy
R U R
Russian Holiday
Ruling Passion
Rise of Silas Lapham
Rachel ' s Man
Real Thing, The
Reverend Takes his Text
Romey & Julie
Rigoletto
Robin Hood
Ready, Aim, Fire
Run Little Chillun
Ruth Page Ballet
Revolt of the Beavers
Rhodopsis
Robinson Crusoe
Rocky Mount
Relatives
Rebels
Royal Hawaiians
Sap, The
Sap Runs High, The
Saturday's Children
School for Scandal, The
See Naples & Die
Seven Keys to Baldpate
She Passed Thru Lorraine
Shannons of Broadway, The
She Stoops to Conquer
Show Off, The
Singing and the Gold
Skinner's Dress Suit
Sleeping Beauty
Showing Off
Small Pink Flower, A
Springtime for Hei ry
Susie's Dog
Suppressed Desires
Sure Fire
Squaring the Circle
Sag Harbor
Saintly Hypocrites & Honest Sinners
Scandal Mongers, The
School for V/ives
Secret Service
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See How They Run
Servant in the House, The
Seventh Heaven
Shakespearian Excerpts
Shanghai Sal
Shenandoah
Shepherd of the Hills
Shining Hour, The
Ship, The
Shore Acres
Silver Cord, The
Sherlock Holmes
Six Characters in Search of an Author
Skidding
Smilin* Through
Solid South
Solitaire Man, The
Scampolo
Streets of New York
Spidey The
Spirochete
Spread Eagle
Squall, The
Square Crooks
S. S, G-lencairn
St
.
Elmo
Stevedore
Stop Thief
Strangers All
Straw, The
Street Scene
Spring Afternoon
Snow in August
Sugar Cain
Sun Rises in the West
Sun-Up
Sweet land
Swimming Pools
Sabine Woman
Salt Water
Singing Acres
Sis Hopkins
Stage Door
Sun And I, The
Sacrifice of Isaac, The
Scrooge Sat Busy in his Counting House
Second Sh sphere. The
Si Tu Non Ami
Spada Du Damocle
Sperdutl Del Bulo
Swamp Mud
Sally, Irene, and Mary
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Said Pasha
Stag at Eve
Swing, Gates, Swing
Swing On Down
Swing It
Scamper's Christmas
Spring Parade of *37
Shepherd in the Distance
Silver Thread
Sir Frog Goes A-Travelling
Snow White and Rose Red
Shakespeare the Second
Snickering Horses
Stranger, The
String of Pearls
Souvenir
Sailor’s Ballad
Showmaker & The Elves
Schlossgespenst
Setting the Goal
So's Your Old Antique
Still Alarm, The
Sardines
Short Tales of Novelettes
Six Wives on a Rampage
Snow Witch
Suicide Special
School Trial
Sleeping Beauty
Spider, The
Streamlined Shakespeare
Streamlined Varieties
Swing Mikado, The
Tamed and Howl
Taming of the Shrew
Tavern, The
Tea for Three
That's Gratitude
There's always Juliet
To the Ladles
These Few Ashes
Thirsty Soil
This Thing Called Love
Three Men on a Horse
Tommy
Tons of Money
Torto bearers. The
Tea for Ladles
Touch of Brimstone
Triple Trouble
Tale of the Vienna Woods
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Tis a Pity
Teller in the Bank
Ten Minute Alibi
Ten Nights in a Barroom
Texas Steer, A
That' s my Wife
They Knew what they Wanted
They Too Arise
Thirteenth Chair, The
This Pretty World
Three Wise Fools
Tomorrow & Tomorrow
Tomorrow's a Holiday
Too Lucky
Too Many Wives
Tragical History of Dr. Faustus
Trial of Mary Dugan
Trilogy in Black
Trysting Place, The
Twilight of the Theatre
Two Hundred Thousand
Turn to the Right
Tweedles
Twelfth Night
Take my Advice
These Mortals
Three Cornered Moon
Triple A Plowed Under
Tobias and the Angel
Turpentine
Trial of Dr. Beck
Trial by Jury
Tales of Hoffman
Treasure Hunt
Tapestry in Linen
Trojan Incident
Teller of Tales
Treasure Island
Tailor Becomes a Storekeeper
Tragic Joke, The
Treasure, The
Trois Bon Amie
Three Ways to Rob a Lady
Topsy Turvy
Two Hundred Were Chosen
Timberline Tintypes
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Under the Gaslight
Under Two Flags
United we Eat
Uncle Vanya
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Up Pops the Devil
Uncle Henry
Unconquered, The
Unhappy Echo, The
Uptown & Downtown
Uriel Acosta
Unto Such Glory
Valley Forge
Valley Lights
Viva El Presidents
Volpone
Very Great Man
Vinegar Tree, The
Valiant, The
Warrior's Husband, The
What Anne Brought. Home
What Y/ould You do?
White-Washed Fence, The
Why Men Leave Home
Wisdom Tooth, The
World We Live In
Whole Town's Talking, The
Wasps 's Nest, The
Weavers, The
Welded
What a Woman Wants
When Husband's Meet
Where the Cross was Made
When Knighthood was in Flower
Wedding Bells
Whistling in the Dark
Wild Birds
Wild Duck, The
Will Shakespeare
Wind and the Rain
Winter's Tale
Wise Guy, The
Within These Walls
Woman of Destiny, The
Woman's Way, A
Wooden Kimono, The
World Applauds
Woud-Be Gentleman
Wuthering Heights
li?ngs*'over Europe
Winnie, The Pooh
We Live & Laugh
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When Will He Die
Woman's Loyalty, A
What Never Dies
When Hannah Var Eight Yar Old
Why the Chimes Rang
You and I
Your Uncle Dudley
Yellow Harvest
Youth Thru the Ages
Young Tramps
Yankel Boyla
Young Woodley
You Must be Served
Addenda
Francesca
Let Who Will be Clever
Little Princess, The
March We ding
Nude with Pineapple
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